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Abstract
Higher educational institutions rely on retention programs in order to reduce the high stu-
dent drop-out rates and ensure their timely graduation. These programs utilize various methods
from educational data mining that leverage student data in order to generate early warnings
about students that are at risk of failing and allow for suitable interventions, identify the en-
rollment practices that are associated with academic success and improve college advising and
degree planning.
This thesis presents a set of prediction, recommendation and pattern mining methods that
can be utilized by such retention programs. The focus of this thesis is on predicting students per-
formance within current and future courses, generating personalized course recommendations
and mining of student enrollment patterns.
The first problem that we address is predicting the students’ performance within course ac-
tivities, which can help with the early detection of students that are at risk of failing or dropping
out. We present a class of collaborative multi-regression models that are personalized to each
student and also take into account features related to student’s past performance, engagement
and course characteristics. Inspired by collaborative filtering recommendation techniques, these
models estimate a small number of regression models that are shared across the different stu-
dents along with student-specific linear combination functions which facilitates personalization.
Our experimental evaluation on a large dataset shows that these models are capable of signifi-
cantly improving the accuracy of predicting the students performance. In addition, we show that
by analyzing the estimated models and the student-specific combination functions we can gain
insights on the different student groups, the most predictive factors of their performances, and
the effectiveness of the educational material that is made available online for various courses.
Next, we address the problem of automated course recommendation, which involves two
tasks, (i) predicting students’ grades in future courses and (ii) generating a personalized ranked
list of courses to recommend to the student to consider taking in the next term. This can help
students make informed decisions about their future enrollments, and help instructors deliver
personalized and effective college advising. Various collaborative filtering-based approaches
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have been applied to student-course grade data to help students select suitable courses. How-
ever, the student-course enrollment patterns exhibit grouping structures that are tied to the stu-
dent and course academic features, which lead to grade data that are not missing at random
(NMAR). Existing approaches for modeling NMAR data, such as Response-aware and context-
aware matrix factorization, do not model the data in terms of the user and item features and
are not designed with the characteristics of grade data in mind. We investigate how the student
and course academic features influence the enrollment patterns and we use these features to de-
fine student and course groups at various levels of granularity. We show how these groups can
be used to design grade prediction and top-n course ranking models for neighborhood-based
user collaborative filtering, matrix factorization and popularity-based ranking approaches. Our
evaluation shows that these methods give lower grade prediction error and more accurate top-n
course rankings than the other methods that do not utilize these groups.
Finally, we address the problem of mining student enrollment sequences in order to extract
the patterns that are associated with course success. This can help educators design better degree
plans, and help students make informed decisions about their future enrollments. We address
this problem by dividing the students that take a target course into two groups based on their
performance, then we extract discriminating patterns from the students’ enrollment sequences.
We represent the students using these patterns and build classifiers that show their effectiveness
in classifying students into their performance groups. While there are multiple methods for
discriminating pattern mining, each method mines a single type of pattern. We present UPM,
a universal discriminating pattern mining framework that simultaneously mines various types
of patterns. UPM accounts for the item quantities using an expansion-specific approach that,
unlike the existing methods, finds a minimum-entropy split over an item’s quantities based on
the pattern that is being expanded by that item, which results in more discriminating quantitative
patterns. Our evaluation shows that the classification accuracies that are obtained using the
patterns extracted by UPM is higher than the accuracy obtained using single types of patterns,
and that the accuracy tends significantly improves for the students that are represented using
larger numbers of patterns, and that the expansion-specific quantitative mining method leads to
more accurate classifications.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Obtaining a college degree is crucial in order to acquire the training that is required by the
increasingly sophisticated technological and industrial fields. On the other hand, the problem
of U.S. college drop-out has become more alarming. According to some studies [1], 33% of the
students have dropped out within six years of their enrollment start date, while 14% have not
yet finished college after six years.
Many retention programs have been developed to address the college drop-out problem.
These programs involve multiple strategies that address various problems. One problem emerges
from the lack of clear degree plans combined with the flexibility of the degree requirements. Al-
though such flexibility provides college students with ample choices, it can complicate course
selection, confuse students and have them take courses that they could have skipped and saved
a lot of time and money on their student debt. One strategy to address this issue focuses on
designing suggested degree plans that incorporate enrollment patterns that would lead to aca-
demic success and timely graduation. Another strategy focuses on improving college advising
on a next-step basis where each student is recommended a set of courses that are suitable for
him to take in the next term given what he has previously taken. A third strategy focuses on
the early detection of students that are at risk of failing a course in order to allow for early
intervention and help the students before they drop the course.
Various existing methods can be utilized to address these problems. For example, recom-
mendation methods such as user based collaborative filtering and matrix factorization can be
used for predicting future student grades and generate personalized ranked course lists for each
student, logistic regression and other sophistication methods can be used for predicting students
1
2grades within course activities, and various existing mining methods can be used to identify
the enrollment patterns that are associated with course success. However, these prior methods
were not designed with the properties of educational data in mind and so, they do not fully
use domain knowledge and available data in order to achieve better results. In particular, these
methods do not address the following points.
• What are the factors that influence student enrollments? Can these factors be used to model
the data and create more effective prediction and recommendation methods?
• Should we consider various attributes, such as sequencing or performance information, when
identifying the best enrollment practices? And to what extent would these attributes contribute
to the quality of the extracted patterns?
• Most educational institutes deploy online learning management systems that the students use
to access course materials and do other tasks. Can the data collected from these systems about
the students activities be leveraged for better modeling of the students and how they perform?
And can we utilize this data to better understand the different student populations, or assess
the effectiveness of the online course materials?
1.1 Contributions
This thesis presents a set of prediction, recommendation and mining methods that can be lever-
aged by retention programs in order to help students complete their degrees and graduate on
a timely manner with better learning outcomes. We make use of domain knowledge such as
the academic information about students and courses, and of the students interactions with the
learning management systems. We also develop discriminating pattern mining methods that are
capable of accounting for the various attributes that are found in students enrollment sequences.
We show how the developed methods outperform the existing methods, that were not designed
with the properties of higher educational data in mind, in terms of prediction accuracy, generat-
ing more relevant ranked course lists, and extracting more discriminating enrollment patterns.
We also show how the developed methods can be leveraged to understand the various predictive
factors of students performance.
31.1.1 Predicting Students’ Performance in Course Activities
Two general classes of approaches have been previously developed for predicting students per-
formance. The first uses features describing the student’s past course performance and interac-
tions with online learning management systems (LMS) to estimate a single regression model [2].
This model is then used to predict the student’s performance. The second uses factorization
models to account for temporal aspects [3] or model student-task and task-skill relations [4]
and predict students grades accordingly. Unlike simple single regression, factorization models
can achieve higher prediction accuracy as they are personalized to each student. However, they
ignore how the students interact with the LMS, which can potentially be used to improve the
prediction accuracy.
In this thesis (Chapter 4), we present a class of linear multi-regression models for pre-
dicting the students’ performance in course activities. Inspired by recommender system ap-
proaches [5–7], the presented method estimates a small number of linear regression models
using the historical information of all students, along with student-specific coefficients to com-
bine them. This allows information-sharing while also modeling each student’s characteristics.
Moreover, the models utilize a wide-range of features such as the students’ past course per-
formance and their interactions with the LMS, which our results have shown that they lead to
improved prediction accuracy.
1.1.2 Domain Aware Grade Prediction and Top-n Course Ranking
Collaborative filtering approaches [8–10], especially the user-based methods as well as matrix
factorization [11–13] , have been previously used for grade prediction and course recommen-
dation. However, the grade data has special characteristics that are not accounted for by these
methods. The course enrollments are influenced by the student and course academic features as
students of certain majors tend to enroll in courses of certain subjects, resulting in not missing
at random (NMAR) data. General methods that model NMAR data [14] do not relate these pat-
terns to the user and item features. Features-based matrix factorization methods, on the other
hand, incorporate the user and item features into the prediction model but they do not directly
model how the features determine the NMAR patterns in the data.
In this thesis (Chapter 5), we show how the student and course features determine the en-
rollment patterns in a given grade dataset. Then we define student and course groups using
4these features and incorporate the groups in various existing recommendation techniques in
order to make them more suitable for modeling the student-course grade data. We define the
groups at multiple levels of granularity and show that the sample sizes that are associated with
groups could make the prediction models prone to poor generalization, especially with matrix
factorization based methods. We show how to overcome this issue by building ensemble mod-
els models that rely on various granularity groups, and prediction combination weights that are
proportional to the sample sizes that are associated with the various groups.
By testing our methods on a dataset obtained from the University of Minnesota, we show
that the methods that utilize finer groups give significantly more accurate top-n course rankings
than the methods that utilize coarser groups and than the other methods from the literature;
even when domain knowledge is used to pre-filter the recommended courses. For grade predic-
tion, relying on the finer groups gives more accurate predictions than the coarser groups only
when the finer groups are associated with reasonable sample sizes. For the matrix factoriza-
tion methods, we show that building an ensemble that combines the various model predictions
while accounting for the various groups’ sample sizes gives higher prediction accuracy than the
various individual MF models and than the other methods from the literature.
1.1.3 UPM for Mining Discriminating Course Enrollment Patterns
From among the prior enrollments of all the students that have taken a target course, we want
to find the enrollment patterns that are associated with course success and failure. We formu-
late this as a binary classification problem. First, we extract two student groups that corre-
spond to high and low performances in the target course. Second, we extract a set of highly-
discriminating patterns from the students’ prior enrollments. Third, we use these patterns as
features to represent the students and build a classifier to classify students into the two perfor-
mance groups.
Discriminating pattern mining techniques [15–21] can be used to mine the students’ enroll-
ment sequences. However, each of the previous methods is concerned with extracting a single
type of pattern. Namely, there are methods for extracting discriminating itemsets, and methods
for extracting discriminating item sequences; none of which can effectively extract discriminat-
ing quantitative patterns.
In this thesis (Chapter 6), we present UPM, a Universal discriminating Pattern Mining
technique. UPM extracts discriminating patterns that can be of different types, such as itemsets,
5item sequences, as well as quantitative itemsets and quantitative item sequences. It adopts
a feature-centric approach that extracts the most discriminating pattern based on information
gain, then it excludes the data instances that are covered by that pattern, and repeats until all
the dataset is covered. UPM can mine discriminating quantitative patterns by modifying the
pattern expansion step to account for item quantities. When expanding a pattern by an item, it
finds a minimum-entropy split over the quantities that the item takes in the expanded pattern.
This novel approach makes the split over the quantities conditional on the pattern that is being
expanded, and not a static, one-time split that is done prior to mining.
We evaluate UPM over many course datasets and we experiment with various classifiers.
We train the classifiers using the patterns extracted by UPM, and also using all the enrollment
patterns without extracting the discriminating ones. As a baseline, we train a classifier with the
students represented using the original set of courses that appear in their enrollments without
any pattern extraction. Our evaluation shows that the classification accuracies that are obtained
using the UPM features are higher than the accuracies that are obtained using the other fea-
tures for most datasets. The classification accuracy tends to improve for the students that are
represented with larger numbers of features. For these students, the classification results can
be used with high confidence to make future enrollment recommendations. We also analyze
the patterns extracted by UPM to see which pattern types are mostly extracted. By analyzing
the importance of the UPM-extracted patterns based on the learned classification models, we
can identify the enrollment patterns that are mostly associated with high and low performances.
Finally, we evaluate the quantitative pattern mining technique and we find the classification
accuracies that are obtained when using the itemset patterns only is less than the accuracies
obtained when using the quantitative itemset patterns only. The same applies for item sequence
versus quantitative item sequence patterns.
This work has three main contributions. First, to our knowledge, this is the first framework
for jointly mining different types of discriminating patterns. We utilize ideas that were previ-
ously used to mine discriminating itemsets [15] and item sequences [19]. Second, we introduce
a quantitative pattern mining technique that conditionally splits the quantity range of a given
item. It considers the pattern that is being expanded by that item and finds a split that minimizes
the total entropy over the expanded pattern and thus, it ensures that the quantitative patterns are
highly-discriminating. Third, we use UPM to mine students’ course enrollment patterns in order
to identify the enrollment practices that are associated with course success. To our knowledge,
6this is the first work to address the problem through mining different types of discriminating
enrollment patterns.
1.2 Outline
This thesis is organized as follows:
• In Chapter 2 we review some background related to educational data mining and to the prob-
lems that we address in higher education.
• In Chapter 3 we discuss the previous research work that is related to predicting students per-
formance, course recommendation and discriminative mining of course enrollment patterns.
• In Chapter 4 we present our work on predicting students performance within course activities
while utilizing the students interactions with the online learning management system.
• In Chapter 5 we present our work on domain aware methods that utilize student and course
academic information for grade prediction and top-n course ranking.
• In Chapter 6, we present our work on simultaneous mining of various types of discriminat-
ing patterns that also accounts for item quantities, and explain its application to mine the
enrollment patterns that are associated with high and low performances in a certain course.
• In Chapter 7, we discuss the conclusions of the research presented in this thesis and we also
discuss some future directions.
1.3 Related Publications
The work presented in this thesis has been published in leading conferences and journals in data
mining, learning analytics, and recommender systems. The related publications are listed as
follows:
• Asmaa Elbadrawy and George Karypis. Domain Aware Grade Prediction and Top-n Course
Recommendation. In the 10th ACM Recommender Systems Conference, September 2016.
7• Asmaa Elbadrawy, Agoritsa Polyzou, Zhiyun Ren, Mackenzie Sweeney, George Karypis,
Huzefa Rangwala. Predicting Student Performance using Personalized Analytics. In IEEE
Computer Society, April 2016.
• Asmaa Elbadrawy, R. Scott Studham and George Karypis. Collaborative Multi-Regression
Models for Predicting Students’ Performance in Course Activities. In Learning Analytics and
Knowledge Conference, LAK’15, March 2015.
• Asmaa Elbadrawy and George Karypis. UPM: A Universal Discriminating Pattern Mining
Algorithm and its Application to Mining Student Enrollment Patterns. Ready for submission.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we cover the necessary background on the field of educational data mining with
focus on higher education which includes universities, colleges, online programs and massive
open online courses (MOOCs). We discuss the problems of higher education that are addressed
in this thesis.
2.1 Educational Data Mining (EDM)
Educational Data Mining (EDM) has emerged in the past two decades due to the large volume
of educational data that was made available. It is concerned with developing and applying data
mining methods to detect patterns in large amounts of educational data, and to better understand
students and their learning environments [22, 23].
EDM uses a various set of methodologies that were originally developed for data mining
and analytics [24]. These methodologies are in many cases adapted to the nature of educational
data. Prediction methods are among the mostly used ones and they including classification, re-
gression and latent factor estimation methods. Unsupervised structure discovery methods such
as clustering, factor analysis and social network analysis are also used by EDM in order to dis-
cover the emerging structures in various types of educational data. Association rule mining and
other types of pattern mining methods are used to discover relationships between the different
variables in educational data.
EDM is used in multiple tasks such as building an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) [25]
where various methods are used by the ITS to model students’ current state of knowledge with
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9respect to the various skills. It then presents suitable exercises to the students accordingly. Many
of these methods are based on the knowledge tracing model and its variations [26–30]. EDM
is also used for other interesting tasks including automated, data-driven design of courses [31],
college degree planners and course recommendation [10, 32–35], understanding the impact of
the students’ social behavior on their academic performance [36] among many other tasks.
2.2 EDM in Higher Education
One of the major problems of higher education in the U.S. is the high rates of student drop out
that has reached 33% [1]. Another related problem is the relatively long time that a student
takes on average to complete her degree. According to some studies, a student takes an average
of six years to finish a four-year degree [37].
Researchers have been investigating how the various EDM methods can be used to address
these problems [38, 39]. Higher education institutions need to develop innovative approaches
to retain students, ensure that they graduate on a timely manner, and that they are well-trained
and workforce-ready by the time they graduate. In particular, they need better degree planning,
early warning systems and intervention techniques that leverage the available student data.
A degree planner is a tool that generates for a student a suggested sequence of courses
that she can take in order to obtain her degree on a timely manner. It works by predicting
students’ successful academic pathways. For each student, they generate relevance-ranking
scores as well as grade predictions for all the courses given her past course enrollment history
and grades. They are then used for making course recommendation to the students in order
to help them make informed decisions about their future enrollments. Some degree planners
also account for course prerequisites in order to generate meaningful recommendations [32].
Other degree planners account for the degree requirements in order to prevent students from
enrolling in courses that do not count toward their degree and so, save them money and ensure
their timely graduation [35]. Alternatively, educators can use domain knowledge to craft a set of
degree plans and offer them to the students as suggested pathways towards their degrees. These
suggested plans should incorporate the enrollment practices that lead to, or are associated with,
course success, which could be identified using discovery and pattern mining methods.
An early warning and intervention system generates early warnings about struggling stu-
dents that are at a high risk of failing a course. It is supposed to generate these warnings early
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enough in order to allow for intervention by offering suitable assistance for the students that are
at risk and so, help retain these students. This system works by predicting a student’s future
performance in the activities (e.g., assignments) within a course that she is enrolled in. They
also predict the student’s final grade in a course that she is enrolled in, or in courses that she
will take in the next term to fulfill some program requirements. These predictions are then used
to generate warnings to the course instructors so that they may intervene when necessary.
2.3 Gathering College Students’ Data
Higher educational institutions collect a wide variety of student data that can be leveraged by
retention programs, and specifically by the underlying predictive and modeling methods in order
to achieve better results. When students first enroll in college, their colleges get the data about
their performance in various high school subjects, SAT scores1, demographics and their residency
status. As the students proceed with their academic studies, more data is collected about their
declared majors, academic levels, the content of the courses that they enroll in and the grades
that they obtain in these courses. The students can also access some online learning management
system (LMS), such as Moodle or Black Board, at which they get access to the course materials.
Through the LMS, students can also engage in forum discussions, contribute to the course
content, engage in course activities such as online quizzes, and do other tasks. Other type of
student data can even be collected through the institutions wifi service [36]. This data can
be used to infer information about the students’ attendance patterns, study times, socialization
times and so on.
The data types discussed so far are collected in an on-campus learning setting. Many in-
stitutions offer fully online programs. Also many learners use open courseware platforms and
massive open online courses (MOOCs), that are totally accessible online. The student data that
is collected from the LMS in such online settings shows, by large, all the students’ learning ac-
tivity. It shows more fine-grained information about when the student accesses course materials
and her lecture-watching behaviors, in the case of video lectures.
Despite the availability of large amounts of student data within an institution, different insti-
tutions cannot share data among each other due to reasons that are related to preserving students
privacy. Nonetheless, many open coursware platforms offer samples of their collected data for
1or equivalent scores in countries other than the U.S.
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researchers [40] as they provide their services for free and their users agree to their terms which
state that their data might be used for research purposes.
Chapter 3
Related Work
In this chapter, we give an overview of the previous work on addressing multiple problems. We
start with the work related to predicting students’ performance in the activities within a course.
Then we show the work related to generating personalized course rankings and recommenda-
tions. Finally, we discuss the various discriminating pattern mining methods that can be applied
to mine student enrollment patterns.
3.1 Methods Related to Predicting Student Performance in Course
Activities
The problem of identifying students that are at risk of failing a course in order to allow for taking
corrective actions can be addressed through analyzing historical data for students’ academic
performance that is collected by the various Colleges and Universities. Two general approaches
have been developed for solving this problem.
The first approach used features related to the student’s past course performance and in-
teractions with online learning management systems (LMS) to estimate a general predictive
model for all students (single regression) [2]. The second approach used factorization mod-
els, initially developed in the context of recommender systems, to predict students’ grades for
different course activities. Specifically, multi-relational models were used to predict students’
performance by learning student, task and skill latent factors that satisfy student-task and task-
skill relations [13] while approaches based on tensor factorization were used to account for the
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temporal aspect in order to model student’s knowledge acquisition over time [12].
Unlike single linear regression, factorization models can achieve better prediction accuracy
as their predictions are personalized to each student. However, these approaches only used
students’ past performance and entirely ignored how the students interact with the information
provided in the LMS, which can potentially be used to improve the overall prediction accuracy.
3.2 Methods Related to Course Ranking and Recommendation
Response aware techniques [14, 41, 42] model NMAR data by utilizing a data model that is
based on missing data theory. The method proposed in [14] modified probabilistic matrix fac-
torization by introducing two variations to model NMAR data. The first variation assumes that
the probability of observing a rating depends only on the value of the rating. The second varia-
tion assumes that the probability also depends on the user and the item latent factors. None of
these methods incorporate the user and item features that influence the response patterns.
Feature-based MF methods incorporate user and/or item features within the rating predic-
tion or the top-n ranking models. The method proposed in [43] linearly transformed the user
and item features to the latent space in order to predict a user’s preference over a given item.
Other methods incorporated the features within a top-n recommendation model in order to esti-
mate user preferences or bias the recommendations based on the item features [44,45]. None of
these methods were designed to address how the user and item features determine the grouping
structures in the data.
Context-aware methods make recommendations in accordance with the different contexts
[46–51]. Some of these methods utilized the context information to pre-filter items. Other
techniques incorporated contextual information within the model.
Methods for course recommendation applied various data mining techniques to tackle the
problem. The work done in [52] applied association rule mining to recommend relevant courses.
The method in [53] estimated course recommendation scores by accumulating weights for sub-
ject importance within the study field, satisfied prerequisites and the extent by which a course
broadens the student’s knowledge state. Methods for course recommendation with constraints
focused on satisfying the degree program requirements [32–35]. They take course prerequisites
into consideration in order to generate valid course recommendations. They focus on finding a
short path to fulfill the degree requirements and thus, reduce time to graduation.
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3.3 Methods related to Discriminating Pattern Mining
Classifiers that utilize frequent itemsets as features [15–18, 21] can be divided into three cat-
egories: 1) methods that first mine all frequent patterns, then extract the discriminating ones,
and finally use them as features to represent the data instances and build a classifier, 2) methods
that directly mine the discriminating patterns and then build the classifier, and 3) methods that
directly builds a rule-based classifier from the input data. The second and third categories were
developed to improve over the efficiency of the first category.
HARMONY [17] directly mines the classification rules by using an instance-centric ap-
proach and efficient search space pruning to accelerate the mining process. It starts with single
frequent items and considers each as a prefix. For each prefix, it builds its conditional dataset,
and mines all its rules. For each data instance, it keeps the highest-confidence rule that is mined
so far. This is done with each new prefix that is generated during the mining process. At the
end, each data instance is associated with its highest-confidence rule. The final classifier is then
built by dividing the final set of rules into groups as per the number of classes. To classify a new
instance, a score is computed for each group and the instance is classified into the class whose
group returns the highest score.
DDPMine [16] uses a feature-centric approach. The dataset is represented using an FPTree
(frequent-pattern tree) that saves class label information and it is used for efficiently mining
frequent itemsets. Similar to HARMONY, it starts with single frequent items, considered as
prefixes. For each prefix, it builds its conditional FPTree and expands it to get longer itemsets
that are considered as new prefixes, and so on. The information gain (IG) of each itemset is
computed during the mining and the maximum IG is maintained along with the corresponding
itemset. At the end of the mining process, the itemset with the maximum IG is selected, and the
FPTree is updated to remove the data instances that are covered by it. This process is repeated
until all the data instances are covered. In order to prune the mining process, the upper bound
on the IG is computed for a prefix before expanding it, and if it is less than the maximum IG,
then the prefix is not expanded.
Classifiers that are based on frequent item sequences [19, 20] are also divided into the
same three categories that are described above. BIDE-Discriminative [19] mines discriminat-
ing closed item sequences. It considers the class labels while mining the closed frequent item
sequences. Similar to HARMONY, it relies on prefix expansion. Before a prefix is expanded,
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it computes the upper bound on IG, and if it is less than the maximum IG, then the prefix
is not expanded. The mining process repeats until k patterns are extracted and it is done with
BIDE [54], which mines frequent closed sequences. PrefixSpan [55], on the other hand, mines
frequent sequences and it tends to be faster than BIDE with increasing support threshold.
Quantitative pattern mining [56, 57] considers the quantities that are associated with the
items. SQUIRE [56] proposed two approaches. The first one considers each item-quantity pair
as a new item, and then mines for frequent patterns. The second one uses predefined coarse-
grain quantities intervals. So each item-interval pair is considered as a new item, and then it
mines for frequent patterns. Then for each frequent pattern, it finds fine-grain frequent patterns
within it. The second approach is more efficient as it discards the non-frequent coarse-grained
patterns. These approaches are designed to extract frequent patterns, and not discriminating
ones.
The work done in [57] combines the quantities for each item into intervals based on infor-
mation loss. Developed in the context of association rule mining, the intervals are evaluated
in terms of how the rules that are generated based on the combined attribute quantities are dif-
ferent from the rules that are generated without combining. In particular, for each rule in the
original data (without combining the attribute quantities into intervals), they check how far the
closest rule is in the modified data (after combining the attribute quantities into intervals). Rule
closeness indicates rule generalization, and rule-rule distance is based on the ratio between the
rule supports. The method allows the user to provide a measure for information loss, and the
item intervals are determined accordingly. It also introduces a maximum support parameter and
uses it to avoid over-combination of adjacent quantities.
Multi-dimensional sequential pattern mining [58] accounts for side information that is as-
sociated with sequential data such as time, place, demographics or customer groups.
Some previous work was developed to address similar problems in the field of mining elec-
tronic health records (EHRs) [59]. The work presented in [60] analyzed the diagnosis trajecto-
ries of millions of patients. Each diagnosis represented a node. A patient diagnosis trajectory
showed the temporally-ordered progression of that patient’s diagnosis. All patient diagnosis
trajectories were combined to build a directed diagnosis graph which was analyzed to under-
stand disease progression. All significant directed trajectories with length four (containing four
diagnosis nodes) were extracted. The graph that was built using these trajectories was clustered
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using Marcov Clustering [61] in order to identify the development patterns of the various dis-
eases. The resulting clusters were then manually refined by splitting some large clusters and
combining some small clusters based on domain knowledge about diseases. The final trajectory
clusters showed temporal disease associations that suggested new paradigms for improving the
trial design of comparative effectiveness studies.
Chapter 4
Collaborative Multi-Regression
Models for Predicting Students’
Performance in Course Activities
Motivated by the ongoing desire to improve the quality of education and address the ever in-
creasing cost of higher education by ensuring that students graduate within four years, data
mining techniques have been increasingly deployed to analyze the vast amounts of historical
data being collected at various Colleges and Universities that pertain to students’ academic
performance. One of the problems that these techniques are trying to solve is to identify the stu-
dents that are at risk of failing a course and thus allow the institution to take corrective actions
by providing additional services and resources to the students and/or instructors.
Two general classes of approaches have been developed for solving this problem, both of
which rely on supervised learning. The first uses a set of features related to the student’s past
course performance and interactions with online learning management systems (LMS) to esti-
mate a single regression model [2]. This model is estimated to predict the student’s course grade
as a function of these features. The second uses factorization models, initially developed in
the context of recommender systems, to predict students’ grades for different course activities.
Specifically, multi-relational models were used to predict students’ performance by learning la-
tent factors that satisfy student-task and task-skill relations [4] while approaches based on tensor
factorization were used to take temporal aspects into consideration by modeling the fact that,
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over time, students acquire knowledge and develop expertise [3]. Unlike the models based on a
single regression, factorization models can achieve better prediction accuracy as their prediction
models are personalized to each student. However, these approaches entirely ignore the various
features associated with how the students interact with the material/information provided in the
LMS, which can potentially be used to improve the overall prediction accuracy.
In this work we investigate the effectiveness of a class of linear multi-regression models
for predicting the students’ performance at various course activities (e.g., quizzes and assign-
ments). These models, that were inspired by previously developed approaches in the area of
recommender systems [5–7], estimate a small number of linear regression models along with
a student-specific linear function to combine them. The advantage of this approach is that the
regression models are estimated by taking into account the historical information of all stu-
dents that allows for cross-student information sharing and thus overcome issues related to data
sparsity while providing accurate modeling of each student’s unique characteristics via the user-
specific linear combination function. The regression models utilize a wide-range of features that
include the students’ past course performance, their interactions with the LMS, and information
related to the type of course and activity. We experimentally evaluated the performance of these
models on a large dataset extracted from the University of Minnesota’s Moodle installation [62]
that contains 832 courses, 11,556 students, and 189,641 graded activities. The multi-regression
models were able to achieve an RMSE of 0.147 whereas the RMSE of the corresponding single
regression model was 0.177.
An advantage of the multi-regression model is that by clustering the students based on their
combination weights we can segment them into groups whose prediction models are quite sim-
ilar. By analyzing these groups we can gain insights on the factors that determine the students’
performance, discover systematic differences across the groups, and identify areas for further
analysis. Towards this end, we analyzed the combination weights for the multi-regression model
consisting of just two regression models and identified three groups of students. The underlying
regression models for two of these groups were different from each other in how much they rely
on the LMS interaction features. In addition, some of the Departments in which the courses
that these student took showed a high specificity to one of these groups. These results may
suggest that the type of information that is provided in the LMS for certain departments may
not be beneficial in improving the grades of the students and as such accessing it does not lead
to better understanding and thus grades.
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4.1 Model Description
We wish to learn a model that predicts the student grades within the different course activities,
like assignments and quizzes, given some input features. We achieve this using a collaborative
multi-regression model inspired by [63] and [43]. This approach learns a small number of linear
models that capture the performance patterns of the different student groups and thus it has an
advantage over learning a different model per student as it makes use of the similarities among
the students (with respect to performance) and can better handle data sparsity issues. Moreover,
unlike single linear regression, the collaborative multi regression model achieves personaliza-
tion through student-specific bias terms as well as student-specific membership weights which
determine how much each linear model contributes to the grades estimated for each student. It
also utilizes course bias terms that capture the grade patterns within the different courses.
In this model, grade rˆs,a of student s in activity a is estimated as
rˆs,a = bs + bc + p
t
sWfsa = bs + bc +
l∑
d=1
(
ps,d
nF∑
k=1
fsa,kwd,k
)
,
where bs and bc are student and course bias terms, respectively, fsa is a vector of length nF
that holds the input features (the predictors), l is the number of linear regression models, W
is a matrix of dimensions lnF that holds the coefficients of the l linear regression models,
and ps is a vector of length l that holds the memberships of student s within the l different
regression models. The term wd,k represents the weight of feature k under the dth regression
model, whereas the term ps,d represents the membership of student s in the dth regression
model; that is, how much the dth regression model contributes to grade estimations for student
s. Throughout the rest of the paper, we will refer to the model parameters as the bias terms,
the regression models’ feature weights (referred to by the vectors w1, . . . , wl) and the students’
memberships within the different regression models (referred to as ps for each student s).
The parameters of the model are estimated by solving a minimization process of the form
minimize
(W,P,B)
L(W,P,B) + λ(||P ||2F+||W ||2F ), (4.1)
where L(.) is the Root Mean Squared Error loss function and W , P and B are the feature
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weights, students memberships and bias terms, respectively. The term λ(||P ||2F+||W ||2F ) con-
trols the magnitude of the feature weights and the student memberships and thus prevents over-
fitting. The scalar λ is fine-tuned at estimating the model parameters.
In addition to accurately predicting students performance, the collaborative multi-regression
model can be used to analyze how the different features contribute to the predicted grades. For
proper analysis of the estimated model parameters, it is more convenient that all the parameters
have non-negative values so that they additively contribute to the predicted grades. This is
achieved by adding non-negativity constraints to the optimization problem to take the form
minimize
(W,P,B)
L(W,P,B) + λ(||P ||2F+||W ||2F ), s.t.
wd,c ≥ 0, ps,d ≥ 0, bc ≥ 0, bs ≥ 0, ∀s, ∀c, ∀d.
(4.2)
The optimization problems are solved using stochastic coordinate descent.
4.2 Dataset and Evaluation
We used a dataset extracted from the University of Minnesota’s Moodle installation; which is
one of the largest Moodle installations world wide. The dataset spans two semesters and it
contains 832 course instances and 11,556 students. The courses belong to 157 different depart-
ments, each student has registered in at least 4 courses, and the total of number of assignment
and quiz submissions are 114,498 and 75,143, respectively. The dataset also contained a total
of 251,348 forum posts. We will refer to the assignments and quizzes as activities. The activity
grades are normalized to be in the range [0, 1].
4.2.1 Feature Description
For each student-activity pair (s, a), we constructed a feature vector fsa whose features fsa fall
into three categories: student-specific features, activity-specific features and Moodle-interaction
features. Each of these features are described next.
Student-specific features
These are features related to the student and they mainly describe the student’s previous grade
history. We use two student-specific features:
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• cumGPA: The GPA accumulated over the courses previously taken by the student.
• cumGrade: The average grade achieved over all of the pervious activities in the course. For
the first activity in the course, cumGrade is set to the cumGPA.
Activity-specific features
These are features that relate to the activity and the course that this activity belongs to. We use
three activity-specific features:
• activity type: This can either be quiz or assignment. The activity type is handled by having
two indicator values, one for quiz and one for assignment.
• course level: The course level takes an integer value of 1, 2, 3 or 4 and describes the course’s
level of difficulty with 4 being the most difficult. These levels are derived from the numeric
designation of the courses.
• department: The department to which the course belongs to. Departments are handled by
having one indicator feature per department. The feature corresponding to the department of
the training instance is set to 1 and the rest are set to 0.
Moodle interaction features
These features describe the student’s interaction with Moodle prior to the due date of the activity.
These features were extracted from Moodle’s log files and are the following:
• n-init-disc: The number of discussions initiated by the student.
• n-engaged-disc: The number of times that the student posted to an open discussion.
• n-read-posts: The number of forum discussions that are read by the student.
• n-viewed-mater: The number of times the student viewed some course material.
• n-add-contrib: The number of times the student contributed to the course by adding some-
thing to the course page (e.g., a wiki-page).
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• n-other-accesses: The number of times the student made any other kind of access to the
course pages. This feature is concerned with the student’s interaction with the other Moodle
modules (e.g., surveys).
For each of the above Moodle interaction features, we created five different features that
measured the specified interaction at various time intervals prior to the due date. Four of them
measure the interaction at [0, 1), [1, 2), [2, 4), and [4, 7) days prior to the due date, whereas
the fifth measures the interaction up to the due date of the previous assignment. These features
will be denoted by appending “-x” to the feature name, where x is the intervals’ upper bound
(e.g., n-init-disc-1, n-init-disc-2, n-init-disc-4, and n-init-disc-7), and the fifth will be denoted
without the “-x” suffix. Note that for the forum interaction features, the collected numbers were
normalized with respect to the total number of available forum discussions/posts.
4.2.2 Evaluation
The dataset was randomly split into training and test subsets containing 80% and 20% of the
student-activity pairs, respectively. The model was trained on the training set and evaluated on
the test set. This process was repeated 4 times and the obtained results on the test set were
averaged and reported. The model is evaluated in terms of the root mean squared error (RMSE)
between the actual and predicted grades on the test set.
4.2.3 Baseline Approach
We compare the performance of a multi-regression model against the performance of a linear
regression model. The linear regression model estimates the student grades as
gˆsa = w0 +
nF∑
k=1
wkfk, (4.3)
where fk is the value of feature k and the wk’s are the regression coefficients of the linear
regression model. Note that this linear regression model is different from a multi-regression
model with one linear model since the latter estimates the student grade as
gˆsa = bs + bc +ms,1
nF∑
k=1
w1,kfk,
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where bs and ms,1 are the student-specific bias and membership terms and bc is the course-
specific bias term.
4.2.4 Model Training
The dataset was randomly split into 80%-20% train-test subsets. The model was trained on the
training set and evaluated on the test set. This process was repeated 4 times and the obtained
results on the test set were averaged and reported.
4.2.5 Evaluation Metric
The model is evaluated in terms of the root mean squared error (RMSE) between the actual and
predicted grades of the test set.
4.3 Results and Analysis
The results and analysis are presented in three parts that address three questions: (1) how the col-
laborative multi-regression model performs given different features and how it performs against
a single linear regression model, (2) how the different bias terms affect the performance of the
collaborative multi-regression model, and (3) whether analyzing the estimated model parame-
ters give insights about the different students.
4.3.1 Collaborative Multi-Regression Prediction Accuracy
Figure 4.1 shows the RMSE achieved by collaborative multi-regression model that was trained
using different feature combinations 1. These results shows that the prediction accuracy improves
as the number of regression models increases. A larger number of linear models with student-
specific memberships allow the models to capture relations among the features that better de-
scribe different subsets of students. Using ten regression models, the obtained RMSE falls to
0.145. The results also show that the Moodle interaction features do provide predictive signals
about students’ performance. Comparing the performance of the model that only uses student
and activity features against the model that uses student, activity and Moodle features, it is
1These results were generated by learning the model without the non-negativity constrains according to Equation
4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Change in RMSE as the number of regression models increases.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of the different bias terms on the RMSE.
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obvious that the incremental gains achieved by the model that does not use the Moodle fea-
tures saturate faster than the incremental gains achieved by the other model. We believe this
is because the model that uses the Moodle features have more information to learn from as the
number of regression models increases.
The baseline linear regression model described by Equation 4.3 gives an RMSE of 0.223
when trained using all features. This is worse than a collaborative multi-regression model with
one linear model trained using all features which gives an RMSE of 0.168 as shown in Figure
4.1. This is due to the student-specific membership and bias terms which enable the collabo-
rative multi-regression model to better capture individual student performances. Moreover, the
course-specific bias terms can capture the grade distribution within the different courses.
4.3.2 Effect of the Bias Terms
In order to understand how the different bias terms contribute to the prediction accuracy, we
trained the collaborative multi-regression model using each of the student and course bias terms
separately. Figure 4.2 shows the performance of collaborative multi-regression model that uses
different bias terms and different number of linear models. The course bias contributes more
than the student bias to the prediction accuracy. We believe this is because the contributions of
the student bias can be captured by the membership weights.
4.3.3 Analyzing the Feature Weights
For analyzing how the different features contribute to the predicted grades, we learn the multi-
regression model using Equation 4.2 that has the non-negativity constrains. As mentioned in
Section 4.1, and according to Equation 4.2, all the parameters returned by the model are non-
negative. This way it is easy to compare the importance of the different features among the
different estimated models. Note that the non-negativity constrains did not degrade the RMSE
in a significant way. For the case of two linear models, the RMSE obtained with and without
the non-negativity constrains are 0.165 and 0.160 respectively.
Determining Importance of Model Parameters
For each feature weight wd,k, we would like to estimate how much it contributed to all the es-
timated grades. Given a grade gs,a, and according to Equation 4.1, the weight wd,k contributes
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to gˆs,a by (ms,lwd,kfsa,k). Accordingly, the importance id,k of the feature weight wd,k is accu-
mulated using all the estimated grades as
id,k =
∑
gs,a∈G(ms,dwd,kfsa,k)/gˆs,a
|G| ,
where G is the set of all grades in the test set and |G| is the size of G.
Similarly, we estimate the importance of the student and course biases by how much they
contribute to all the predicted grades. The importance of a student bias term is estimate as
iS =
∑
gs,a∈G bs/gˆs,a
|G| ,
and the importance of a course bias term is estimate as
iC =
∑
gs,a∈G bc/gˆs,a
|G| .
Results
We analyze the estimated feature weights for learning a multi-regression model with one, two
and three linear models. Figure 4.3 shows the estimated feature weights for one (left), two
(center) and three regression models (right). The binary features representing the departments
were omitted as well as the features with zero or very low importance values. The features
related to the forum activities had very low importance values and thus were omitted from the
figure. These features have very low importances as they only appear in a small fraction of the
training data (between 10% and 25% of the training instances), whereas the features related to
viewing the course material appeared in almost all the training instances.
In all three cases shown in Figure 4.3, the student bias, course bias and the features related
to viewing the course material contribute the most to the predicted grades. In the case of two
regression models, which we will refer to as M1 and M2, the quiz, number of attempts and
course level are important under M1 and not M2. Another interesting point is that the features
related to viewing the course material have higher importance under M2. In the case of three
regression models, which we will refer to as M1, M2 and M3, the quiz, number of attempts
and course level are important under M1 but not under M2 or M3, whereas the assignment and
most of the features related to viewing the course material have higher importance under M2
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and M3. The fact that we have some models concerned with assignments and others concerned
with quizzes and their number of attempts reflects that the type and properties of the activity
have an impact on predicting student performance.
4.3.4 Analyzing the Student Memberships
Analyzing student memberships can give insights about the different student populations. We
focus on the case in which we learn a multi-regression model with two linear models since this
case is easy to visualize, and moreover, we have seen from Figure 4.3 that the features related
to viewing the course material is more important under one of the two models. The latter point
indicates that viewing the course material does not have the same impact on all students.
Determining Models Contributions to Student Grades
Given a multi-regression model with two linear models M1 and M2, we would like to estimate
for each student s how much each of the two models contributes to the grades predicted for
s. Given a grade gs,a, and according to Equation 4.1, model d, where d ∈ {1, 2}, contributes
to gˆs,a by (ms,d
∑nF
k=1wd,kfsa,k). Accordingly, the contribution of model d to the grades of
student s is estimated as
js,d =
∑
gs,a∈Gsms,d
∑nF
k=1wd,kfsa,k/gˆs,a
|Gs| ,
where Gs is the set of all grades of student s, and |Gs| is the size of Gs. The value js,d estimates
how much model d, where d ∈ {1, 2}, contributes to the grades predicted for student s, taking
into account the membership of s in d, ms,d. The value js,d lies in the range [0, 1], where
js,d = 0 means model d does not contribute at all to the grades predicted for s, and js,d = 1
means that the grades of s are only estimated via model d. Accordingly, in our case we have
0 ≤ (js,1 + js,2) ≤ 1.
Results
We have plotted js,1 against js,2 for each student s as shown in Figure ??. Each point corre-
sponds to a student, and the x- and y-axis represent js,1 and js,2, respectively. Some students
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have almost the same contributions by the two models, whereas other students have a higher
contribution by one of the two models. Since the two models differ in how much viewing course
material influences the predicted grades, this can indicate that students with high contribution
by one model can be different from students with high contribution by the other model.
In order to explore for student differences, we divided the students into three different
groups based on their (js,1, js,2) values using the following procedure: First, we normalized the
model contributions js,1 and js,2 for each student to have a one-norm of 1. Second, we estimated
the mean and standard deviation of js,1 for all students, and we got (µ, σ) = (0.453, 0.142).
Finally, we clustered the students into three different groups as follows:
- Student (Group 1) contains all students with
js,1 > µ+ σ.
- Student (Group 2) contains all students with
js,1 < µ− σ.
- Student (Group 3) contains all students with
µ− σ ≤ js,1 ≤ µ+ σ.
Student Groups 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 4.4 in blue, green and red colors, respectively.
We have omitted all students with (js,1 + js,2) < 0.2, that is, students with both models con-
tributing to their grades by less than 0.2. Groups 1, 2 and 3 contain 847, 797 and 7824 students,
respectively.
4.4 Analysis of Student Groups
The GPA distributions of the three student groups are shown in Figure 4.5. Group 1 has a lower
GPA average and a higher GPA standard deviation than the other two groups.
We have investigated the appearance of the thee student groups within the different depart-
ments. For each (department, group) pair (d, g), we compute the group appearance as
qd,g =
nd,g/ng∑3
h=1 nd,h/nh
,
where nd,g is the number of students belonging to group g and are enrolled in courses belonging
to department d, and ng is the number of students belonging to group g. The qd,g metric can be
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interpreted as the probability of group g given department d. Figure 4.6 shows how the three
student groups tend to appear within each department. Each department is represented by a
vertical line. That vertical line has three parts that correspond to qd,G1, qd,G2 and qd,G3, that is
the appearance of student groups 1, 2 and 3, within that department. An interesting finding is
that some departments are primarily dominated by students of group 1 (the departments towards
the left of the figure like Writing, Nursing and Math). These departments tend to have students
whose access to course material is less influencing in the sense that it does not additively con-
tribute to their predicted grades. This may suggest that the information provided in the LMS for
the departments that intensively appear with group 1 may not be addressing the right student
needs and therefore are not beneficial in improving the grades of the students. Accordingly,
students’ access to such non-beneficial material does not lead to better understanding and thus
does not lead to better grades.
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Figure 4.3: Feature weights for learning a collaborative multi-regression model with one (left),
two (center) and three linear models (right).
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Figure 4.6: Relative appearance for the different departments within the three student groups.
Chapter 5
Domain Aware Grade Prediction and
Top-n Course Recommendation
While the flexibility of degree requirements provides college students with ample choices, it
can complicate course selection. From among the courses that the students are eligible to take
in the next term, they need to select the ones that they like, they are expected to perform well
in, and also satisfy their degree requirements. Efficient college advising is essential for help-
ing students select the right courses and thus, maintain high student retention rates and timely
graduation. Automated course recommendation can help improve college advising by recom-
mending courses that are suitable for the students degrees. Moreover, predicting student grades
in the next term can help students and educators make informed decisions about course enroll-
ments in order to produce better learning outcomes.
Collaborative filtering approaches have been previously used for grade prediction and course
recommendation [8–10]. The majority of these methods rely on user-based collaborative filter-
ing (User-CF) [64] which makes recommendations by relating to the courses that were taken
by similar students. Recently, techniques based on matrix factorization (MF) have been used
for movie and product recommendations [11] and also applied for course recommendation and
grade prediction [12, 13].
The grade data has special characteristics as the student-course enrollments are influenced
by the academic features (e.g., student majors, academic levels and course subjects). Conse-
quently, the student-course grade matrix exhibits grouping structures as students with certain
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Figure 5.1: Cumulative percentage plots for student-course enrollments in a grade dataset. Left:
percentage of courses vs. number of student majors. An (x,y) point indicates that y% of the
courses were taken by students from at most x majors. For example, 40% of the courses were
taken by students from at most three majors. Middle: percentage of courses vs. percentage of
students belonging to the academic level that most of the enrolled students belong to. An (x,y)
point indicates that for y% of the courses, at least x% of the enrolled students belong to the
same academic level. For example, for 27% of the courses, at least 96% of the enrolled students
belong to the same academic level. Right: percentage of students vs. number of subjects for the
courses they have enrolled in. An (x,y) point indicates that y% of the students took courses that
belong to at most x different subjects. For example, 70% of the students took courses that cover
at most 16 different subjects.
majors tend to enroll in courses of certain subjects, resulting in not missing at random (NMAR)
data. Response-aware MF uses missing data theory to model the NMAR user response pat-
terns [14]. However, the response patterns are not tied to the user and item features. Features-
based MF methods can incorporate the user and/or item features into the prediction model.
However, they do not explicitly model how the features determine the grouping structures in the
data.
In this chapter we analyze grade data and show how the student and course academic fea-
tures determine the enrollment patterns. We use these features to define student and course
groups and show how they can be incorporated in matrix factorization, user-based collaborative
filtering, and popularity-based ranking.
We investigate various ways to define the groups at multiple levels of granularity using
different amounts of academic features. We show that in some cases the small sample sizes as-
sociated with finer granularity groups make the prediction models prone to poor generalization,
especially with matrix factorization based methods. To overcome this issue, we build multiple
models using the various granularity groups. We then generate multiple grade predictions and
combine them based on the sample sizes associated with the various groups.
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We tested our methods on a dataset obtained from the University of Minnesota. The dataset
spans 13 academic years and includes over 1,700,000 grades. Our results show that the methods
that utilize finer groups give significantly more accurate top-n course rankings than the meth-
ods that utilize coarser groups and than other methods from the literature; even when domain
knowledge is used to pre-filter the recommended courses. Moreover, defining the groups using
the academic features gives better top-n rankings than clustering the students and courses using
the enrollment data. For grade prediction, utilizing the finer groups gives more accurate predic-
tions than the coarser groups only when they are associated with reasonable sample sizes. For
the matrix factorization methods, where model training suffers more from the sample-size issue,
combining the various model predictions while accounting for the sample sizes associated with
the model parameters gives higher prediction accuracy than the various individual MF models
and than the other methods from the literature.
5.1 Definitions and Notations
Let G denote the grade matrix; each row in G represents a student, denoted by s, and each
column represents a course, denoted by c. The entry gs,c in G represents the grade obtained by
student s in course c. A predicted grade is denoted by gˆs,c.
5.2 Characteristics of Grade Data
In a university setting, each student enrolls in a certain college/school and declares a certain
major. Each student selects from among a variety of courses to take in order to fulfill the
requirements of his major (also referred to as the degree requirements). Each course has a
subject that it falls under and a level that describes its difficulty. As the student takes more
courses, his academic level advances and he can take higher level courses.
Students tend to enroll in courses that are related to their majors and are appropriate to their
academic levels. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1 which shows various characteristics that were
extracted from a grade dataset that was obtained from the University of Minnesota. These plots
show that: (i) each course is taken by students that belong to a limited number of majors; (ii)
each course is mostly taken by students belonging to one academic level; and (iii) each student
takes courses that cover a limited number of subjects. For example, from Figure 5.1-left we can
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see that 22% of the courses are taken by students that all come from one major, and 80% of the
courses are taken by students that come from at most 24 majors. From Figure 5.1-middle we
can see that for 50% of the courses, at least 66% of the enrolled students belonged to the same
academic level. Finally, from Figure 5.1-right we can see 90% of the students took courses that
covered less than 20 subjects.
These characteristics imply that the missing entries in the grade matrix are not missing at
random. This resulted because students with certain student features tend to enroll in courses
with certain course features. We refer to this as the grouping structures in the grade data.
5.3 Domain-Aware Methods for Course Recommendation
We develop methods that model the grouping structures of the grade data by using the academic
features to define student and course groups. These groups are defined at various levels of
granularity by utilizing various amounts of features. Then they are incorporated within the
recommendation methods for the purpose of performing (1) grade prediction and (2) top-n
course ranking.
For grade prediction, the grade of a student s in a course c should be predicted by relating
to how students of the same group as s performed in c, and how s performed in courses of
the same group as c. Since the groups are defined at different levels of granularity, various
models can be built that account for various academic features. In general, the finer groups are
more homogeneous and thus, utilizing them can give more accurate predictions than utilizing
the coarser groups. However, based on how the groups are incorporated into the prediction
models, some models can be affected when the finer groups have small sample sizes and they
can become prone to poor generalization. Such cases are addressed by building multiple models
using different granularity groups and combining the predictions of all the models based on the
group sample sizes.
For top-n course ranking, it is required to generate a list of n relevant courses for each
student to consider enrolling in them. Unlike other recommendation scenarios, course recom-
mendation has special considerations. Students need to enroll in courses that they are interested
in, and that fulfill their degree requirements. Accordingly, students sometimes need to take
some courses in order to fulfill some degree requirement, regardless of their expected grade in
these courses. Moreover, in the typical user-item-rating scenario, when a user likes an item, he
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Figure 5.2: An illustrative example for defining the student(left) and course(right) multi-
granularity groups.
gives that item a high rating. This is not always the case with the student-course-grade scenario
where a student might like a course, but this does not necessarily mean that he will get a high
grade when he takes that course. Based on that, course ranking should rely on the enrollment
patterns more than relying on the expected grades. In this sense, the grade matrix is considered
as binary where all grades are set to 1’s and the rest of the entries are considered 0’s. Sim-
ilar to grade prediction, multiple models can be built by utilizing various student and course
groups. Also, utilizing finer groups can give more accurate recommendations that the coarser
groups. However, unlike with grade prediction, the fact that some finer groups are associated
with small sample sizes is an indicator for less relevant courses and as such, should not hurt
model generalization.
We next describe how to define the multi-granularity groups.
5.3.1 Defining the Multi-Granularity Student
and Course Groups
The student groups define the various student subpopulations that can take a course. At the
coarsest level, the set of all students is defined without using any student academic features.
Then finer groups are defined by using one student feature at a time to segment the student
group(s) further based on the value of that feature to give smaller and more homogeneous
groups. The course groups are defined similarly using the course academic features.
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One way to define the student groups is shown in Figure 5.2-left. The node at the top
represents the group of all students. The second level segments the students based on their
majors and it has one node (group) for each major. The third level segments the students further
based on their academic levels and it has one node for each academic level within each major.
Similarly, the course groups can be defined as shown in Figure 5.2-Right. The node at the
top represents the group of all courses. The second level segments the courses based on their
subjects and it has one node (group) for each subject. The third level segments the courses
further based on their levels and it has one node for each course level within each subject. In
the rest of the chapter, we will use the groups defined in Figure 5.2 as an illustrative example.
We next describe how the groups are incorporated into popularity based ranking, neighbor-
hood based user collaborative filtering and matrix factorization.
5.3.2 Popularity based Top-n Course Ranking
A popularity ranking scheme ranks the courses based on how frequently they were taken by the
students. In our case, we rank the courses for a student s based on how frequently they were
taken by students of the same group as s. The ranking score of course c for a given student s is
computed as |ϕs→c|, where ϕs→c is the set of students in the same group as s that have taken c
and |X | represents the cardinality of set X .
Utilizing a different student group from the multi granularity groups gives a different model.
The various models are referred to as Grp-Pop-hϕs , where hϕs is the student group level in the
multi-level groups. For example, the model that utilizes the groups at the second level of the
multi-level student groups in Figure 5.2-left is referred to as Grp-Pop-2.
5.3.3 User based Collaborative Filtering
User-CF predicts a grade of a student s in a course c by relating to how students that have taken
same courses as s performed in c as
gˆs,c = g¯s +
∑
s′∈Ns sim(s, s
′)(gs′,c − g¯s′)∑
s′∈Ns |sim(s, s′)|
, (5.1)
where g¯s is the average grade of s, Ns is the set of neighbor students to s, and sim(s, s′) is some
similarity between students s and s′.
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For grade prediction, the neighborhood setNs is selected based on the student groups as follows.
Any student in the same group as s and has taken at least nc courses that were taken by s is
selected as part ofNs. Moreover, the size ofNs is limited so that it only contains the nn students
that are most similar to s. The threshold parameters nc and nn are fine-tuned using a validation
set. In the case where not enough neighbors are found, the grade is then estimated as
gˆs,c =
1
2
(g¯s + g¯c),
where g¯c is the average grade for course c.
By utilizing different student groups, different models are built. The various models are
referred to as User-CF-hϕs . For example, the model that utilizes the groups at the second level
of the multi-level student groups in Figure 5.2-left is referred to as User-CF-2.
Top-n Course Ranking
Since in this case the enrollment patterns are the main indicators and not the grade values, G
is converted into a binary matrix with all grades set to 1’s and other entries considered as 0’s.
The recommendation scores are then estimated as in Equation 5.1. In practice this gives better
recommendations than using the actual grade values. In the case where not enough neighbors
are found, this indicates an irrelevant course and the course rank is set to 0.
5.3.4 Matrix Factorization
MF predicts the grade of student s in course c as
gˆs,c = bs + bc + u
t
svc, (5.2)
where bs and bc are the bias terms of s and c, and us and vc are the latent factor vectors of s and
c, respectively.
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While the literature is rich with feature-based and context-aware MF techniques that can be
modified and used as a framework to implement our ideas, we choose to modify the context-
aware technique in [46] as we find it most relevant. This technique accounts for context via
additional bias terms that are defined for each (item, context) pair.
In our case, we use the student groups to describe the contexts in which a course is taken,
and use the course groups to describe the contexts in which a student takes a course. Consid-
ering the example in Figure 5.2, the third level student groups describe course-side contexts in
terms of the student majors and academic levels. Similarly, the third level course groups de-
scribe student-side contexts in terms of the course subjects and levels. Accordingly, we define
multiple bias terms per student and per course to account for the various student- and course-
side contexts. The recommendation score of a given student s and course c is estimated as
gˆs,c = b
ϕc
s + b
ϕs
c + u
t
svc, (5.3)
where bϕcs is some student bias that accounts for the context described by the course group of
c, bϕsc is some course bias that accounts for the context described by the student group of s, and
us and uc are the latent factor vectors for s and c, respectively.
Multiple models can be defined using the different groups. For the example in Figure 5.2,
considering the various student and course group combinations, we can build nine different
models. The various models are referred to as MF-hϕs-hϕc , where hϕs is the level of the
student group, which defines the granularity of the course bias, and similarly hϕc is the level of
the course group, which defines the granularity of the student bias. For example, considering
Figure 5.2, MF-1-3 is used to refer to the model that uses the coarsest-grain student groups (at
the 1st level) to define the coarsest-grain course biases, and uses the finest-grain course groups
(at the 3rd level) to define the finest-grain student biases.
Since the finer groups are more homogeneous than the coarser groups, the MF models that
utilize them can give more accurate predictions. However, the student groups are recognized
through defining multiple biases for each course, and similarly with the course groups and the
student biases. For example, if we have 2,000 student groups and 1,000 course groups, then
2,000 biases are defined per course and 1,000 biases are defined per student. Only a handful of
biases for each student/course are associated with some data points. and the remaining majority
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of the biases are associated with very few or no data points. Therefore, the models that utilize
finer groups can become prone to poor generalization. To understand why this happens, con-
sider the following example. Assume an Artificial Intelligence course c that is offered by the
Computer Science department was taken by 47 Computer Science major students and 2 other
Liberal Arts major students. If we define student groups using the major, and if we have 100
different majors, then c will have one bias associated with 47 data points, one bias associated 2
data points and 98 biases associated with 0 data points. Obviously, the biases with 0 and 2 data
points cannot be as accurately estimated as the other bias.
To overcome this problem, we build multiple models utilizing various groups and use them
to generate multiple predictions. Then the predictions are combined based on the sample sizes
that are associated with the bias terms of the various models as described next.
Combining the Predictions of the Different MF Models Before discussing how the various
model predictions are combined, it is worth noting that the user and item latent factors are not
shared among the various models but each model has its own factors. The various predictions
are combined while accounting for the associated sample sizes as follows. Each model MF-
hϕs-hϕc has a combination weight given by
w{hϕs ,hϕc} = sup(b
ϕc
s ) + sup(b
ϕs
c ),
where sup(bϕcs ) is the sample size (i.e., number of training samples) associated with the bias
term bϕcs . The total weight is aggregated over the individual model weights as
wtotal =
∑
hϕs
∑
hϕc
w{hϕs ,hϕc}.
The final prediction is then given by
gˆ{s,c} =
∑
hϕs
∑
hϕc
α{hϕs ,hϕc}
w{hϕs ,hϕc}
wtotal
gˆ
{hϕs ,hϕc}
{s,c} , (5.4)
where gˆ{hϕs ,hϕc}{s,c} is the prediction given by model MF-hϕs-hϕc , and α{hϕs ,hϕc} is some global
combination weight for that model. This method is referred to as INTRP-MF, the interpolative
multi-granularity MF method.
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Model Parameter Estimation Parameter estimation is done via a step-wise optimization pro-
cess in which the parameters of each of the individual models are first estimated, and then the
α{hϕs ,hϕc} global combination weights are estimated.
The parameters of each of the various models are estimated via a regularized optimization
process of the form
minimize
Θ
L(Θ) +R(Θ), (5.5)
where Θ represents the model parameters, L(Θ) is the loss function and R(Θ) is a regulariza-
tion function to avoid overfitting. We use a squared error loss function of the form
L(Θ) =
∑
gs,c∈G
(gs,c − gˆs,c(Θ))2,
where gˆs,c(Θ) is given by Equation 5.3. This loss function is suitable as the letter grades can be
transformed to numeric values. The regularization functionR(Θ) is given by
R(Θ) = λu(||U ||2F+||BϕCS ||2F ) + λv(||V ||2F+||BϕSC ||2F ), (5.6)
where λu and λv are the regularization parameters and ||U ||F is the `-2 norm of the matrix U .
After the parameters of each model are estimated, the α{hϕs ,hϕc} weights are estimated by
minimizing a mean squared error loss as well.
Top-n Course Ranking
We use a learning to rank approach to generate personalized course recommendations per stu-
dent. The rank of course c for student s is estimated as in Equation 5.3. The model parameters
of each model are estimated using a personalized pair-wise ranking loss function [65] of the
form
L(Θ) = −
∑
s∈G
∑
c∈Cs
∑
c′∈C¯ϕs
φ(gˆs,c(Θ)− gˆs,c′(Θ)), (5.7)
where Cs is the set of courses taken by student s, C¯ϕs is the set of courses never taken by any
student in the same group as s, and φ(z) = e−z . Although gˆs,c(Θ) is estimated using Equation
5.3, it represents a ranking score in this case and not a predicted grade because the model
parameters are estimated using the ranking-based loss function. We use the same regularization
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function as in Equation 5.6 to avoid overfitting.
The ranking loss function is of order O(nuni), where nu and ni are the number of students
and courses, respectively. The learning time can be reduced by sampling, for each student, from
among his C¯ϕs instead of considering the whole set. If the number of samples is of orderO(Cs),
the run time is reduced to O(NNZG), the number of non-zero entries in the grade matrix G.
5.4 Experimental Design
In this section we describe the dataset that is used for evaluation, the evaluation metrics, the
methods that we compare against, how the various methods are trained and how the student and
course groups are defined.
5.4.1 Dataset
The dataset used for evaluation is obtained from the University of Minnesota. It spans 13
academic years and it has over 1.7 million letter grades that involve around 60,000 students,
10,000 courses, 10 colleges, 570 course subjects, 565 majors, 4 academic levels and 8 course
levels. The grades are converted into numbers according to the 4.0 GPA standard1. All Pass/Fail
grades are removed from the dataset.
The last term in the dataset is used for testing and the rest are used for training and model
selection. The last term in the training set is used for model selection and the rest is used for
training. Grades of the students that have graduated before the test term are included in the
training set. Grades for the new courses and the new students that first appear in the test term
are excluded.
5.4.2 Defining the Student and Course Groups
We experimented with six different ways to define the multi-level groups, namely, H-1 up to
H-6. Each one contains three levels of student and course groups and thus, the corresponding
MF models are referred to as MF-1-1 up to MF-3-3. The various User-CF and Grp-Pop methods
that are defined based on the student groups are referred to as User-CF-1 up to User-CF-3, and
1See “http://www.collegeboard.com/html/academicTracker-howtoconvert.html” for letter grade-grade point con-
version.
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Table 5.1: The student and course features used to define various multi-level groups and the
resulting number of groups.
2nd level student 3rd level student 2nd level course 3rd level course
feature feature feature feature
H-1 student major student acad level course subject course level
(565) (5654) (570) (5708)
H-2 student acad level student major course subject course level
(4) (5654) (570) (5708)
H-3 student college student acad level course subject course level
(10) (104) (570) (5708)
H-4 student acad level student college course subject course level
(4) (410) (570) (5708)
H-5 student major student acad level course level course subject
(565) (5654) (8) (8570)
H-6
Students/courses are clustered by splitting a nearest-neighbor similarity graph into
k-clusters via min-cut graph partitioning. Clustering is repeated 2 times with k1=10,
k2=30 for students and k1=5, k2=25 for courses to generate 3-level groups.
Grp-Pop-1 up to Grp-Pop-3, respectively. The features used to define the groups are listed in
Table 5.1.
5.4.3 Evaluation Metrics
Methods are evaluated for (1)the accuracy of top-n course ranking and (2)the accuracy of grade
prediction.
Course top-n ranking is evaluated with Recall@n which is computed for each student s as
Recall@ns =
ns,n
nts
,
where ns,n is the number of courses that appeared in the test set of s and in his list of n recom-
mended courses, and nts is the number of courses in the test set of s. Recall@n is computed
by averaging over Recall@ns for all s and for n in the range [1,10]. The relative methods
performances did not change with n and so, we only report results for n = 5.
Grade prediction accuracy is evaluated by computing the Root Mean Squared Error on the
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testing grades Gtest as
RMSE =
√∑
gs,c∈Gtest(gs,c − gˆs,c)2
|Gtest| .
5.4.4 Comparison with Other Methods
We compare the performance of our method against the following approaches:
User Collaborative Filtering: User-CF with Pearson correlation for user similarity [66].
Matrix Factorization: Typical MF as described in Equation 5.2.
Response-aware Matrix Factorization: The context aware response model described in [14].
We implemented RAPMFc as we think it is the most relevant because it captures the probability
that rating an item depend on the rating value, the user and the item.
Regression Latent Factor Models: The feature-based MF-based method described in [43],
referred to as RLFM. We used libFM [67] to generate the results for grade prediction only as it
is not a top-n ranking technique.
Ensemble-based Grade Combination: We compare the predictive performance of the the
interpolative multi granularity method INTRP-MF against various ensembles. The Minimum,
Maximum, Average and Median ensembles are considered where the minimum, maximum,
average and median grades are selected as the final prediction, respectively. These ensembles
are referred to as MIN-En, MAX-En, AVG-En and MED-En, respectively. We also include
results for the interpolative method with excluding the α parameters in order to show how the
sample-size-based weights perform. This method is referred to as WT-MF and it does not need
a secondary learning step as the α weights are omitted.
5.4.5 Model Training and Selection
For training the MF models, we tried a number of latent factors in the range [1,10] and λu and
λv in the range [1e-4,5]. The values that gave the best results were latent factors in the range
[1,3], λu and λv in the range [0.1,3.5].
For User-CF, we have tried values for the parameters, nn and nc in the range [1,50]. The
best results were obtained with values in the range [2,36].
For RAPMFc, we have tried parameter values for λu, λv and λµ in the range [10−3,101],
β in the range [0,1] and number of factors in the range [1,10]. The values that gave the best
results were in the range [0.01, 0.1] for λu, λv, 1 for λµ, 0.01 for β and [7,10] for l.
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Table 5.2: Recall@5 for the various groups. The highest Recall@5 for each set of methods
within each group (column) is underlined.
Model H-1 H-2 H-3 H-4 H-5 H-6
Grp-Pop-1 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015
Grp-Pop-2 0.172 0.039 0.046 0.039 0.172 0.015
Grp-Pop-3 0.236 0.236 0.094 0.094 0.236 0.017
User-CF-1 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046
User-CF-2 0.050 0.034 0.037 0.034 0.050 0.035
User-CF-3 0.054 0.054 0.037 0.037 0.054 0.036
MF-1-1 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.013
MF-2-1 0.174 0.066 0.047 0.066 0.174 0.021
MF-3-1 0.239 0.239 0.100 0.104 0.239 0.018
MF-1-2 0.041 0.041 0.040 0.041 0.018 0.021
MF-2-2 0.174 0.133 0.055 0.133 0.169 0.021
MF-3-2 0.238 0.238 0.109 0.115 0.230 0.018
MF-1-3 0.023 0.023 0.021 0.022 0.018 0.020
MF-2-3 0.172 0.081 0.047 0.081 0.171 0.019
MF-3-3 0.236 0.236 0.100 0.105 0.236 0.017
RAPMFc 0.023
For grade prediction, and top-n ranking, model selection is based on the lowest RMSE and
the highest Recall@n on the validation set, respectively.
5.5 Experimental Results
We assess the effectiveness of the developed methods in order to answer the following questions:
Q1. Does incorporating the groups in the various methods lead to better top-n course rankings?
Q2. Does incorporating the groups in the various methods lead to better grade predictions?
Q3. How is the grade prediction performance of the MF models defined using various groups
affected by the sample sizes that are associated with the biases?
5.5.1 Top-n Course Recommendation Results
Prior to ranking the courses for each student, we apply a domain-aware pre-filtering in which
courses that have never been taken by at least one student of the same major and academic level
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as the target student are filtered out. This approach performed the best among other similar
pre-filtering rules that utilize various academic features.
Table 5.2 shows the Recall@5 for all the methods across all groups. Notice that the typical
popularity ranking, User-CF and MF schemes are equivalent to Grp-Pop-1, User-CF-1 and MF-
1-1, respectively.
For the popularity methods, Grp-Pop-3 and Grp-Pop-2 outperform Grp-Pop-1. Across the
six groups H-1 to H-6, Grp-Pop-3 gives the highest recall.
For the User-CF methods, User-CF-2 and User-CF-3 only outperform User-CF-1 when the
groups are defined in terms of the student majors (H-1, H-2 and H-5). For these groups, User-
CF-3 gives the highest recall. For the other groups, User-CF-1 gives the highest recall.
For the MF methods, the ones that utilize groups outperform MF-1-1 by an order of mag-
nitude. In general, defining the course biases using finer student groups gives better recall as it
is the case, for example, with MF-1-2, MF-2-2 and MF-3-2 in H-1. On the other hand, defining
student biases using finer course groups does not always give better recall as it is the case with
MF-2-2 and MF-2-3 in H-2, H-3 and H-4. We believe this is related to the sample sizes associ-
ated with the student biases. Since each student takes a limited number of courses, the models
utilizing the finest course groups have less than 2 training points associated with their student
biases on average. RAPMFc performs better than MF-1-1 but worse than all models that utilize
groups across H-1 to H-6.
Across all methods, the highest recalls are given by MF-3-2 and MF-3-1 which slightly
surpass MF-3-3 and Grp-Pop-3. All User-CF methods outperform RAPMFc, MF-1-1, MF-1-2
and MF-1-3 for all groups. MF models with finer student groups, like MF-3-1, MF-3-2 and
MF-3-3, always outperform all User-CF methods. The student groups that are defined in using
majors (H-1, H-2 and H-5) give higher recall than the groups defined using colleges (H-3 and
H-4). The clustering-based groups give the lowest recall, indicating that the clustering could
not capture the groups that are defined by the student and course academic features.
5.5.2 Grade Prediction Results
We first discuss the performance of the different methods, then we discuss the effect of the
sample sizes on the performance of the different MF models.
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Performance of the different methods
RMSE given by the different methods across all groups are listed in Table 5.3. For the User-CF
methods, User-CF-2 and User-CF-3 that utilize finer groups give lower RMSE than User-CF-1.
User-CF-2 gives the lowest RMSE when the student sgroups are defined using the academic
level.
For the MF methods, MF-1-1 gives the lowest RMSE across the different groups. MF
models that utilize finer groups tend to give higher RMSE. We believe this has to do with the
effect of the sample sizes that are associated with the various groups, which is analyzed in more
details in Section 5.5.2.
INTRP-MF gives lower RMSE than all the ensembles across the different groups. That is
because it only gives higher weights to the finer models as their biases are associated with larger
sample sizes, which indicates a better ability to generalize. INTRP-MF does only marginally
better than WT-MF, which indicates that the improvement is largely due to the sample-size-
based weights. The AVG-En gives the third lowest RMSE and in many cases it performs worse
than MF-1-1. Among all methods and groups, INTRP-MF gives the lowest RMSE, followed by
WT-MF.
RAPMFc gives higher RMSE than all MF and User-CF methods. This is consistent with the
results presented in [14] since our test set represents inspected entries for courses that students
have taken. RLFM gives lower RMSE than the User-CF methods but higher RMSE than the
MF methods.
Change in MF models’ RMSE with the bias sample sizes
To understand how the sample sizes associated with the bias terms of the various MF models
affect their performance, and to show why INTRP-MF works, we analyze how the RMSEs of
the various models change with the number of training samples associated with their biases.
To do so, we extract multiple subsets from the test set. Each subset contains test cases whose
corresponding student and course biases in the finest model, MF-3-3, are associated with a
minimum number of training samples referred to as α and β. We try values for α and β in the
range [0,100] to generate various test subsets. Then for each subset we compute the RMSE
for all the models and plot the RMSEs against the subset coverage (number of test cases in the
subset).
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Table 5.3: RMSE for all groups. The lowest RMSE for each set of methods within each group
(column) is underlined.
Model H-1 H-2 H-3 H-4 H-5 H-6
User-CF-1 0.714 0.714 0.714 0.714 0.714 0.714
User-CF-2 0.705 0.704 0.706 0.704 0.705 0.706
User-CF-3 0.707 0.707 0.706 0.706 0.707 0.709
MF-1-1 0.666 0.666 0.666 0.666 0.666 0.679
MF-2-1 0.692 0.672 0.674 0.672 0.692 0.689
MF-3-1 0.689 0.689 0.692 0.692 0.689 0.713
MF-1-2 0.663 0.663 0.663 0.663 0.669 0.689
MF-2-2 0.680 0.671 0.672 0.671 0.696 0.702
MF-3-2 0.682 0.682 0.680 0.680 0.696 0.716
MF-1-3 0.664 0.664 0.664 0.664 0.664 0.687
MF-2-3 0.687 0.673 0.681 0.673 0.687 0.700
MF-3-3 0.694 0.694 0.689 0.689 0.694 0.713
MIN-En 0.715 0.704 0.713 0.709 0.730 0.722
MAX-En 0.711 0.680 0.688 0.686 0.705 0.716
AVG-En 0.660 0.660 0.660 0.662 0.665 0.681
MED-En 0.665 0.661 0.660 0.663 0.674 0.681
WT-MF 0.658 0.659 0.661 0.662 0.661 0.678
INTRP-MF 0.658 0.659 0.660 0.662 0.661 0.678
RLFM 0.731 0.731 0.728 0.728 0.733 0.740
RAPMFc 1.175
Figure 5.3 shows the RMSE against the coverage for the various models with the H-1
groups. Each coverage point represents a test subset with that amount of test cases. As the
coverage decreases, the sample sizes associated with the biases of the various models increases.
For each coverage point we plot the RMSE of the various models. Subfigures (a), (b) and (c)
show how the models with various course groups perform given a fixed student group. At the
highest coverage of 50,000 test cases, models with the coarsest course groups and thus, coarsest
student biases (MF-1-1, MF-2-1 and MF-3-1) give the lowest RMSEs. For lower coverages
between 10,000 and 500 (indicating that finer models have more training examples), models
with finer course groups and thus, finer student biases (MF-1-2, MF-2-2 and MF-3-2) give the
lowest RMSEs. We can conclude from this that INTRP-MF manages to yield lower RMSE as
it gives higher weights to the finer models when their biases are associated with more samples,
i.e., when they can give lower RMSE.
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Figure 5.3: Coverage vs. RMSE for the MF models on common test cases using the H-1 groups.
Chapter 6
UPM: A Universal Discriminative
Pattern Mining Algorithm and Its
Application to Mining Students’
Course Enrollment Sequences
Many retention programs are designed to address the college dropout problem. One strategy
to help students graduate on a timely manner is to suggest plans that they can follow to com-
plete their degrees. A good degree plan shows enrollments in certain courses with particular
sequences that should to lead to successful learning outcomes as measured by the student’s
GPA.
Finding the enrollment practices that are associated with success in a future course could
help educators design better degree plans, and inform students about enrollments that lead to
success in the courses that they consider taking. Due to the flexibility of the degree require-
ments, a student can enroll in different course sequences before they enroll in a target course,
and these can have difference impact on his performance in that course.
In this chapter, we address the problem of finding the enrollment practices that are associ-
ated with high and low performances in a course. For a student that has taken that course, his
enrollments in previous courses over the successive terms, along with his earned grades, can
be viewed as a sequence of quantitative itemsets as shown in the example in Table 6.1. From
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among the prior enrollments of all the students that have taken a target course, we want to find
the enrollment patterns that are associated with course success and failure. We formulate it as
a binary classification problem. First, we extract two student groups; those with high- versus
those with low-performance. Second, we extract a set of highly-discriminating patterns from
the students’ prior course enrollments. In order to check how discriminating the extracted pat-
terns are, we use them as features to represent the students then build a classifier to classify
students into the two performance groups.
Discriminating pattern mining techniques [15–21] can be used to mine the students’ enroll-
ment sequences. However, each of the previous methods is concerned with extracting a single
type of pattern. Namely, there are methods for extracting discriminating itemsets, and methods
for extracting discriminating item sequences. None of these methods can effectively extract
discriminating quantitative patterns.
We present UPM, a universal discriminating pattern mining technique. UPM extracts dis-
criminating patterns that can be of different types, such as itemsets, item sequences, as well as
quantitative itemsets and quantitative item sequences. It uses a feature-centric approach that
extracts the most discriminating pattern based on information gain, then it excludes the data
instances that are covered by that pattern, and repeats until all the dataset is covered. In order to
mine discriminating quantitative patterns, UPM accounts for the item quantities in the pattern
expansion step. On expanding a pattern by an item, it finds a minimum-entropy split over the
quantities that the item takes in the expanded pattern. This novel approach makes the split over
the quantities conditional on the pattern that is being expanded, and not a static, one-time split
that is done over the quantities of each item prior to mining.
We evaluate UPM over many course datasets. For each course, the students are represented
using the discriminating enrollment patterns that are extracted by UPM, then we build various
types classifiers, including HARMONY, SVM and Random Forests. We Also build another
set of classifiers where the students are represented using all the enrollment patterns without
extracting the discriminating ones. Moreover, as a baseline, we train HARMONY with the
students represented using the original set of courses that appear in their enrollments without
any pattern extraction. Our evaluation shows the classification accuracies that are obtained using
the UPM features are higher than the accuracies that are obtained using the other features for
most datasets. The classification accuracy tends to improve for the students that are represented
with larger numbers of features. For these students, the classification results can be used with
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high confidence to make future enrollment recommendations.
When analyzing the pattern types that are extracted by UPM, we find that, for most datasets,
all types of patterns are extracted, and that the number of itemset patterns are larger than the
other types of patterns. In many cases, the number of quantitative item sequence patterns is
larger than the number of item sequence patterns. By analyzing the learned HARMONY and
linear SVM models, we are able to identify which enrollment patterns are associated with high
and low performances in the target course. Finally, when evaluating the quantitative pattern
mining technique, we find the classification accuracies that are obtained when using the itemset
patterns only is less than the accuracies obtained when using the quantitative itemset patterns
only. The same applies for item sequence versus quantitative item sequence patterns.
Table 6.1: Students’ course enrollments viewed as a sequence of quantitative itemsets over
the successive terms, where each course ci is associated with the grade gi that the student has
obtained in it.
term1 term2 term3 ...
student1 c1:g1,c5:g5,c4:g4 c3:g3,c7:g7 c2:g2,c6:g6 ...
student2 c5:g5,c2:g2 c6:g6,c4:g4,c3:g3 c1:g1 ...
student3 c4:g4 c1:g1,c5:g5 c7:g7,c3:g3,c6:g6 ...
6.1 Organization
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the notations and defini-
tions used in the chapter. Section 3 covers the previous related work. Section 4 describes the
algorithm for mining discriminating itemsets. Section 5 describes the algorithm for mining dis-
criminating item sequences. Section 6 describes how to account for item quantities in order to
mine discriminating quantitative patterns. Section 7 describes UPM, the framework for mining
all types of discriminating patterns. Section 8 describes the problem formulation for mining
discriminating student enrollment practices. Section 9 describes the evaluation methodology
and the course datasets that are used for evaluation. Section 10 shows the obtained results and
Section 11 concludes the chapter.
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6.2 Definitions and Notations
Let I = {i1, i2, i3, . . . , in} be the universal set of distinct items. An itemset p consists of a
set of distinct, unordered items {ip1 , ip2 , ip3 , . . . ipl}. An itemset of length l is referred to as
an l-itemset. An l-itemset, p1, is called a superset of another x-itemset, p2, if l > x and all
the items in p1 are in p2. An item sequence s consists of an ordered sequence of itemsets
〈p1, p2, p3, . . . , pm〉. The items within each itemset pi are not ordered whereas the itemsets are
ordered. The length of an item sequence is equal to the sum of the lengths of all the itemsets in
it. An item sequence of length l is referred to as an l-item sequence. A quantitative itemset r is
a set of distinct, unordered items that each is associated with a quantity {ir1 : qr1 , ir2 : qr2 , ir3 :
qr3 , . . . irl : qrl}. A quantitative item sequence s consists of an ordered sequence of quantitative
itemsets 〈r1, r2, r3, . . . , rm〉.
A quantitative sequential dataset SD consists of k quantitative item sequences, and they
are referred to as the data instances of SD. SD can be considered a sequential dataset by
simply ignoring the item quantities. It can also be considered an itemset dataset by ignoring the
sequencing information and considering each data instance as a set of unordered items. Each
data instances in SD is associated with a class label and an ID. The k instances in SD have IDs
from 1 to k. Given a frequent pattern p in SD, the terms Conditional Dataset and Projected
Dataset of p refer to all instances in SD that contain p.
In many mining algorithms, the term Pattern Expansion refers to expanding a frequent
pattern (itemset or item sequence) into all its frequent supersets. It is also referred to as Prefix
Expansion.
6.3 Discriminating Itemset Mining
The problem of mining discriminating itemsets is stated as follows. Given a set of m items
i1, i2, . . . im, a sequential quantitative dataset SD, and a minimum support threshold , it is
required to extract a set of itemsets that covers SD with maximized information gain.
We use the efficient DDPMine method [16] to address this problem. With each step, DDP-
Mine extracts the most discriminating itemset from among all the frequent itemsets. Then it
eliminates the data instances that are covered by it, updates the mining structures, and repeats
until all data instances are covered.
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To apply DDPMine on SD, item quantities and sequencing information are ignored and
each data instance is considered as a set of items. DDPMine starts by computing the support
per item, removing items with support less than , and sorting the items in each instance by
decreasing item support. Then it represents the sorted dataset using a compact Frequent Pattern
Growth Tree (FPTree) structure that also stores the sequence IDs and class labels. To find
the most discriminating itemset, it starts with single frequent items, or 1-itemsets and uses the
FPTree to find longer frequent itemsets. The FPTree efficiently expands a given l-itemset into all
its l + 1-immediate supersets. While mining, DDPMine keeps track of the most discriminating
itemset so far. It also uses branch and bound as a mechanism to prune and speedup the mining
process.
Information Gain (IG) is used to determine the most discriminating itemset. IG is propor-
tional to the itemset support and it is computed for an itemset X as
IG(C|X) = H(C)−H(C|X),
where H(C) is the total entropy for all data instances, and H(C|X) is the conditional entropy
computed for the data instances that contain X . H(C) is computed as
H(C) = −
∑
c∈C
(
nc
n
) log(
nc
n
),
where C is the set of all classes, n is the total number of data instances, and nc is the number
of data instances with class label c. Similarly, H(C|X) is computed as
H(C|X) = −
∑
c∈C
(
nc,X
nc
) log(
nc,X
n, c
),
where nc,X is the number of data instances that contain X and have class label c.
DDPMine uses branch and bound to prune the mining process. Before expanding an itemset
X , it computes the upper bound on its information gain IGub(C|X). If IGub(C|X) is less than
or equal to the maximum IG over the extracted patterns so far, then it can safely skip expanding
X . We assume a multi-class problem with C ≥ 2 and use a one-vs-all strategy [54] to compute
IGub(C|X) for an itemset X as show in Algorithm 1. This procedure takes the counts for
the different classes in a list n that is sorted in ascending order. If the number of instances
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containing X , nX , is less than n[0], then IGub(C|X) is reached when all nX instances belong
to class 0 (lines 10-14). If nX is greater than the number of instances of the class with the
highest count n[C − 1], then IGub(C|X) is reached when nC−1, nC−2, ... instances belongs
to classes C − 1, C − 2, ... until all nX instances are covered (lines 16-30). If nX is between
n[0] and n[C − 1], then we find the two classes c1 and c2 that nX lies between their counts, and
IGub(C|X) is reached by assigning the nX instances to c1 and/or c2 as shown in lines 32-44.
6.4 Discriminating Item Sequence Mining
Mining discriminating item sequences is similar to mining itemsets except that we mine a set
of item sequences that covers SD with maximized information gain.
PrefixSpan [55] is an efficient algorithm for mining frequent item sequences. For each
frequent item f , it constructs a projected dataset SDf that contains the sequences that have f
and the position of f in each sequence. It uses SDf to expand f to all its frequent sequences of
length 2. This process is repeated until all the frequent sequences are discovered.
We modify PrefixSpan to mine discriminating item sequences using the same ideas that
were applied in DDPMine. That is, we extract the item sequence that has the highest IG,
exclude the data instances that are covered by it, and repeat until all the data instances are
covered. The branch and bound approach is also used to prune the mining process based on the
upper bound IG for each item sequence before expanding it. The Discriminating PrefixSpan
procedure listing, D-PrefixSpan, is described at the end of Section 6.5.2
6.5 Discriminating Quantitative Pattern Mining
In many datasets, the items are associated with quantities that represent counts, prices, etc. In
the case of mining student enrollment patterns, items are courses, and item quantities represent
students grades. Since we want to find the enrollment patterns that are associated with high and
low performances in a course, it is essential to consider the students grades. That’s because a
student’s grades in the courses taken before a course c are indicative of his performance in c.
Previous quantitative pattern mining methods, such as SQUIRE [56], either consider each
item-quantity pair as a new item, or they consider coarser-grained quantity intervals that are
further refined in order to improve the time performance. None of the previous methods mine
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Algorithm 1 Compute Upper Bound Information Gain
1: procedure COMPUTE-UB-IG
2: Input:
3: - H(C): total entropy
4: - NC : total number of classes
5: - n: list of class counts sorted in ascending order
6: - nX : number of instances containing pattern X
7: Output:
8: - IGub(C|X): upper bound information gain for pattern X
9:
10: Hlb(C|X) = 0
11: if nX ≤ n[0] then
12: Hlb(C|X) = −nXn0 . log(
nX
n0
)
13: return (IGub(C|X) = H(C)−Hlb(C|X))
14:
15: if nX > n[C − 1] then
16: done = false
17: c = C − 1
18: while (not done) do
19: if nX > n[c] then
20: nx = nX − n[c]
21: c = c− 1
22: else
23: v1 =
nX
n[c]
24: Hlb(C|X) = −v1 . log(v1)
25: done = true
26: end while
27: return (IGub(C|X) = H(C)−Hlb(C|X))
28:
29: for c = 1→ NC do
30: v = n[c−1]+n[c]2
31: if nX > n[c− 1] AND nX < v then
32: v1 =
n[c−1]
n[c−1] (assume that n[c− 1] instances of nX belong to class (c− 1))
33: v2 =
nX−n[c−1]
n[NC−1] (and the rest of the instances belong to class c)
34: Hlb(C|X) = −v1 log(v1)− v2 . log(v2)
35: return (IGub(C|X) = H(C)−Hlb(C|X))
36: else if nX ≥ v AND nX ≤ n[c] then
37: v1 =
nX
n[c]
38: Hlb(C|X) = −v1 . log(v1)
39: return (IGub(C|X) = H(C)−Hlb(C|X))
40: end procedure
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for discriminating quantitative patterns.
In this work, we modify the discriminating pattern mining techniques that rely on pattern
expansion (DDPMine and D-PrefixSpan) in order to consider item quantities. When expanding
a pattern p by an item i, instead of simply appending i to p to obtain a new pattern p′ = p∪{i},
we find a minimum entropy split over the quantities of i in the instances that contain p′. If that
split yields a number of intervals v, then quantitatively-expanding p by i leads to v new patterns
p′1, p′2, . . . , p′v, one for each interval.
This expansion-specific method finds more discriminating patterns than doing a static quantity-
split for each item prior to mining. It can be used to consider quantities in itemset and item
sequence mining. In the next subsections we will discuss finding a minimum entropy split over
a given set of quantities, and how it is applied for mining discriminating quantitative itemsets
and item sequences.
The idea of considering item quantities to discriminate between different classes was pre-
viously used in association rule mining [57], where the quantities of a certain item could be
divided into intervals in order to generate purer data splits. However, sequencing information,
accounting for different types of patterns (e.g., itemsets and item sequences), or different classes
cannot be considered by these methods.
6.5.1 Finding a Minimum-Entropy Split
Given a quantitative pattern p that we want to expand by an item i, we extract the set of instances
sdpi that contain p and i along with their class labels. The quantities associated with i in sdpi
form the range of values that we want to split such that the entropy computed over the resulting
intervals is minimized. Without loss of generality, we assume discrete values for item quantities.
Discretization can be applied in the case of continuous values.
We construct a list L of {quantity, label} pairs that holds the quantities of i in sdpi and their
corresponding class labels. We sort L in ascending order with respect to quantity. We want to
find the quantities at which L can be split so that the total entropy over all sdpi is minimized.
Table 6.2 shows an illustrative example for expanding an itemset pattern p = {b : [1, 9], f :
[1, 6]} by an item i. p consists of item b with quantities in the range [1,9] and item f with
quantities in the range [1,6]. In the projected dataset sdpi, the quantities associated with i are
in the range [2,9]. The table shows the sorted quantity:label list for the quantities of i in sdpi,
and it shows all possible split positions for that list. One position exists between each two
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successive, non-equal quantities in the sorted list.
Since the class labels can be distributed randomly throughout the range, then finding the
optimal split requires checking all possible splits. If we consider a number of distinct quantities
n, and a single split point, then the number of possible splits is nC1 = n, as we try to split at each
quantity. Similarly, for two split points, the number of possible splits is nC2, and so on. The
total number of possible splits becomes
∑n
i=1
nCi. Checking all splits can be computationally
expensive even for a small n. We use a heuristic approach.
The idea is to repetitively bisect L as long as the bisection yields a lower total entropy [68].
With each step, we find the split that has the minimum entropy over the given list. If the split
entropy is less than the total entropy before splitting, then the list is split into two parts. Then
the same process is repeated with each part. The procedure, FindDiscriminatingIntervals, is
shown in Algorithm 2. It takes as input the list L, the solution set to save the split positions, and
the staring and ending quantities in L that the procedure should work within. The total entropy
is computed at line 11 and the split entropy and split quantity are initialized at lines 12 and 13.
Lines 14-19 find the split point with the minimum entropy. If it is less than the total entropy,
the split point is added to the solution list (line 21), and the procedure recurs over the two parts
of the list (lines 22-23). The worst case run time of that procedure for a number of quantities n
is n2, and it is reached when we split at each quantity.
On applying FindDiscriminatingIntervals for the illustrative example in Table 6.2, it com-
putes the total entropy as 0.285, and the entropies for split at quantities 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 as
0.26, 0.41, 0.53, 0.28, 0.73, 0.24 and 0.26, respectively. Since the minimum entropy of 0.24 is
achieved when splitting at 7, the quantities of i are split into two parts, and FindDiscriminating-
Intervals recurs on each part until no more splits lead to a lower entropy.
6.5.2 Mining Discriminating Quantitative Patterns
The problem of mining discriminating quantitative patterns is stated as follows. Given a quan-
titative sequential dataset SD that consists of n quantitative item sequences, it is required to
extract a set of quantitative patterns that covers SD with maximized information gain. we use
the generic word pattern which can be used for itemsets or item sequences.
To mine discriminating quantitative itemsets, we modify DDPMine in order to account for
item quantities, and we refer to it as Q-DDPMine. We introduce another variable to the edges of
the FPTree to hold item quantities, and we refer to it as Q-FPTree. When expanding an itemset
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Algorithm 2 Find Discriminating Intervals
1: procedure FINDDISCRIMINATINGINTERVALS
2: Input:
3: - L : Quantity List
4: - S: Set of Split Points
5: - start: Starting Value
6: - end: Ending Value +1
7: Output:
8: - Set of Split Points stored in S
9:
10: e← TotalEntropy(L[start→ end])
11: esplit ←∞
12: vsplit ← −1
13: for v in (L[start] to L[end]) do
14: if entropy(v) < e then
15: esplit ← entropy(v)
16: vsplit ← v
17: if esplit < e then
18: S ← S ∪ vsplit
19: FindDiscriminatingIntervals(L, S , start, vsplit)
20: FindDiscriminatingIntervals(L, S , vsplit+1, end)
21: end procedure
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Table 6.2: An illustrative example for quantitative pattern expansion.
Quantitative Itemset Pattern p = {b : [1, 9], f : [1, 6]}
We want to expand p by item i.
Let projected dataset sdpi be: (the first digit in each instance is the class label)
1 {b : 1, d : 1, f : 3, i : 3}
1 {b : 5, f : 1, i : 6}
0 {b : 2, d : 2, f : 7, i : 8}
0 {b : 3, d : 4, f : 1, i : 2}
0 {b : 3, f : 2, i : 9}
1 {b : 3, f : 1, i : 4, x : 6, g : 2}
0 {b : 9, d : 6, f : 6, i : 6, g : 7}
0 {b : 7, f : 5, i : 4, x : 4}
0 {b : 2, d : 1, f : 2, i : 7, l : 3}
0 {b : 6, f : 2, i : 5}
1 {b : 4, f : 2, d : 8, i : 6}
Quantities of i in sdpi are in the range [2,9].
Let p′ = p ∪ {i : [2, 9]} = {b : [1, 9], f : [1, 6], i : [2, 9]}
Sorted quantity:label list for i in p′:
2:0 3:1 4:1 4:0 5:0 6:1 6:0 6:1 7:0 8:0 9:0
Sorted list with up-arrows (↑) showing all possible split positions:
2:0 ↑ 3:1 ↑ 4:1 4:0 ↑ 5:0 ↑ 6:1 6:0 6:1 ↑ 7:0 ↑ 8:0 ↑ 9:0
p by an item i, Q-DDPMine applies the FindDiscriminatingIntervals procedure to the quantities
that i takes in the data instances that contain p and i. It then uses the returned intervals to expand
p by i. Q-DDPMine is listed in Algorithm 3. It computes the total entropy in line 10. Then it
initializes the most discriminating quantitative itemset and the maximum IG in lines 11 and 12.
Then for each node in the Q-FPTree T , it calls FindDiscriminatingIntervals for its quantities
(line 14). The node is expanded by each interval to form a new quantitative itemset which is
then further expanded by calling the procedure DiscrNodeMine (line 17). The expansions keep
track of the quantitative itemset with maximum IG, referred to asMmax. Once all the nodes
are expanded,Mmax is added to the solution set FQ (line 20). The Q-FPTree is then updated
to remove the sequences that are covered byMmax (line 21). This process is repeated by the
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while loop in line 9 until all the data instances are covered.
Procedure DiscrNodeMine expands an input quantitative itemset to all its supersets while
keeping track of the itemset with the maximum IG, and while utilizing the branch and bound
mechanism for efficient mining. It is described in Algorithm 4. It recursively expands the
given quantitative l-itemset into its l + 1 supersets. Expanding an itemset is done using a
depth first traversal of the Q-FPTree T (line 19). The supports for the different items that are
reached during the traversal are updated. After the traversal is complete, we want to create new
quantitative itemsets for all the items that have been reached (their support > 0). For each item
i, a minimum entropy split is estimated over its quantities (line 21). Then a new quantitative
itemset is created by expanding the current quantitative itemset by i and each of the intervals
returned by the split (line 23). DiscrNodeMine is recursively called on that new quantitative
itemset (line 24). The maximum-IG quantitative itemset and its associated IG are updated
at the beginning of DiscrNodeMine (lines 13-16). The upper bound information gain for the
current quantitative itemset is computed in line 27, and if that value is less that the maximum
information gain, then that procedure returns as it is safe to skip expanding that quantitative
itemset.
Notice that the difference between mining itemsets and mining quantitative itemsets is in
finding a discriminating interval over the item quantities before expansion. If we discard these
steps in Algorithms 3 and 4, then we will get the DDPMine procedure for mining discriminating
itemsets that is discussed in Section 6.3
The same ideas are used to mine discriminating quantitative item sequences. We modify
D-PrefixSpan into DQ-PrefixSpan, Discriminating Quantitative PrefixSpan, by considering the
quantities of an item i when that item is used to expand a sequence p. The DQ-PrefixSpan pro-
cedure is shown in Algorithm 5. Its structure is similar to Q-DDPMine, except that it cannot use
a Q-FPTree for pattern expansion. Instead, for each item it constructs a projected dataset and
uses it for expansion via the procedure DiscrNodeMine-Seq (lines 14, 18-19). DiscrNodeMine-
Seq is listed in Algorithm 6, and it is used to expand a quantitative item sequence. Its structure
is similar to DiscrNodeMine, except that it expands an item sequence using its projected dataset
rather than using a Q-FPTree (line 19). Notice that the difference between mining item se-
quences and mining quantitative item sequences is in finding a discriminating interval over the
item quantities before expansion. If we discard these steps in Algorithms 5 and 6, then we will
get the D-PrefixSpan procedure for mining discriminating item sequences that is discussed in
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Algorithm 3 Mining Discriminating Quantitative Itemsets
1: procedure Q-DDPMINE
2: Input:
3: - T : Q-FPTree,
4: - : min support
5: Output:
6: - FQ: Set of Discriminating Itemsets with Quantity Intervals
7:
8: FQ ← ∅
9: while number of uncovered instances in T > 0 do
10: e← TotalEntropy(T )
11: Mmax ← ∅
12: maxIG← −1
13: for each node t ∈ T do
14: intervals←FindDiscriminatingIntervals(t, T )
15: for each interval i ∈ intervals do
16: M← {t : i}
17: DiscrNodeMine(e, t, i, T,M,Mmax,maxIG)
18: FQ ← FQ ∪Mmax
19: UpdateTree(T,M)
20: end while
21: end procedure
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Algorithm 4 Recursively Extending a Quantitative Itemset to Find the Set with the Maximum
IG.
1: procedure DISCRNODEMINE
2: Input:
3: - e: Total Entropy,
4: - t: node,
5: - i: value interval for t,
6: - T : Q-FPTree,
7: -M: , Current Quantitative Itemset
8: -Mmax: Quantitative Itemset with Maximum IG
9: - maxIG: Maximum IG
10: Output:
11: - Discriminating Quantitative Itemset stored inMmax
12:
13: if IG(M) > maxIG then
14: maxIG← IG(M)
15: Mmax ←M
16: if maxIG ≥ IGub(M) then return
17: support←DepthFirstTraversal(t, i, T )
18: for each node n with support[n] > 0 do
19: intervals←FindDiscriminatingIntervals(n, T )
20: for each interval j ∈ intervals do
21: Mnew ←M∪ {n : j}
22: DiscrNodeMine(e, n, j, T,Mnew,Mmax,maxIG)
23: end procedure
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Section 6.4
Algorithm 5 Mining Discriminating Quantitative Item Sequences
1: procedure DQ-PREFIXSPAN
2: Input:
3: - SD: Sequential Dataset
4: - ProjDB: Projected Dataset Structure
5: - : min support
6: Output:
7: - FQ: Set of Discriminating Item Sequences with Quantity Intervals
8:
9: FQ ← ∅
10: while number of uncovered instances in SD > 0 do
11: e← TotalEntropy(SD)
12: Mmax ← ∅
13: maxIG← −1
14: for each frequent item t in SD do
15: intervals←FindDiscriminatingIntervals(t, SD)
16: for each interval i ∈ intervals do
17: M← {t : i}
18: ProjDB← GetProjDB(M)
19: DiscrNodeMine-Seq(e, t, i, P rojDB,M,Mmax,maxIG)
20: FQ ← FQ ∪Mmax
21: SeqIDs← GetSeqIDs(Mmax)
22: RemoveSeqIDs(SD, SeqIDs)
23: end while
24: end procedure
6.6 UPM: Universal Discriminating Pattern Mining
So far we have discussed separate methods for mining discriminating itemset, item sequence,
quantitative itemset and quantitative item sequence patterns. In this section we present UPM, a
feature-centric framework for simultaneously mining different types of discriminating patterns.
UPM combines the four algorithms described above, DDPMine, Q-DDPMine, D-PrefixSpand
and DQ-PrefixSpan, in order to mine the different patterns simultaneously. It mines the most
discriminating pattern among all types, then it removes the data instances that are covered by
that pattern, updates the mining structures, and repeats until all data instances are covered.
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Algorithm 6 Recursively Expanding a Quantitative Item Sequence to Find the Sequence with
the Maximum IG.
1: procedure DISCRNODEMINE-SEQ
2: Input:
3: - e: Total Entropy
4: - t: item
5: - i: value interval for t
6: - ProjDB: Projected Dataset Structure
7: -M: Current Quantitative Item Sequence
8: -Mmax: Quantitative Item Sequence with Maximum IG
9: - maxIG: Maximum IG
10: Output:
11: - Discriminating Quantitative Item Sequence stored inMmax
12:
13: if IG(M) > maxIG then
14: maxIG← IG(M)
15: Mmax ←M
16: if maxIG ≥ IGub(M) then return
17: support←Expand(ProjDB)
18: for each item n with support[n] > 0 do
19: intervals←FindDiscriminatingIntervals(n, T )
20: for each interval j ∈ intervals do
21: Mnew ←M∪ {n : j}
22: DiscrNodeMine-Seq(e, n, j, ProjDB,Mnew,Mmax,maxIG)
23: end procedure
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The UPM procedure is listed in the Algorithm 7. It starts by initializing the structures that
are used in mining the different types of patterns (line 9). These structures are a FPTree (T ), a Q-
FPTree (QT ), a Projected Dataset structure (ProjDB), and another Projected Dataset (QProjDB)
for mining discriminating itemsets, quantitative itemsets, item sequences, and quantitative item
sequences, respectively. The mining process starts at line 10. At lines 11, 12, 13 and 14,
the itemset p1, quantitative item set p2, item sequence p3 and quantitative item sequence p4 that
have the maximum IG are returned, along with the IG values ig1, ig2, ig3 and ig4, respectively.
Among these, the pattern with the maximum IG, pmax, is returned at line 15. Then pmax
is added to the set of discriminating patterns F at line 16. In line 17, the IDs of the data
instances that are covered by pmax are returned, and in line 18 the mining structures are updated
accordingly. This process repeats until all the data instances are covered.
Procedure GetMaxIGItemset (line 11) performs one scan of the data instances to find the
most discriminating itemset using the FPTree structure and the IG-based branch and bound
mechanism to prune the search space. This is equivalent to lines 10-19 in Algorithm 3 without
considering item quantities. Procedure GetMaxIGQuantItemset (line 12) performs one scan to
get the most discriminating quantitative itemset, which is equivalent to lines 10-19 in Algorithm
3. Similarly, the procedures at lines 13 and 14 extract the most discriminating item sequence
and quantitive item sequence, respectively. They are equivalent to executing lines 11-21 in
Algorithm 5 without and with considering item quantities, respectively.
6.7 Mining Discriminating Student Enrollment Patterns
The performance of a student in a course c is determined by many factors. One important
factor is the courses that he has taken before c and his performance in them. Prior courses are
assumed to provide the necessary knowledge for future courses, and the obtained grades are
a quantitative indicator of knowledge acquisition. Taking a course without fully acquiring its
knowledge components will lead to poor performance in a future course that builds upon these
components.
Our goal is to find, for a target course c, the prior course sets, along with sequence and
performance information, that are associated with high and low performance in c. The input
data consists of:
• c: the target course
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Algorithm 7 UPM: Mining Different Discriminating Patterns
1: procedure UPM
2: Input:
3: - SD: Sequential Dataset
4: - : Minimum Support Threshold
5: - F : Set of Discriminating Patterns
6: Output:
7: - returned in F
8:
9: {T,QT, ProjDB,QProjDB} ← InitMiningStructures(SD, )
10: while number of uncovered sequences > 0 do
11: {ig1, p1} ← GetMaxIGItemset(T )
12: {ig2, p2} ← GetMaxIGQuantItemset(QT )
13: {ig3, p3} ← GetMaxIGItemsequence(ProjDB)
14: {ig4, p4} ← GetMaxIGQuantItemsequence(QProjDB)
15: pmax ←MaxIGPattern(ig1, ig2, ig3, ig4, p1, p2, p3, p4)
16: F ← F ∪ pmax
17: SeqIDs← GetSeqIDs(pmax)
18: UpdateMiningStructures(T,QT, ProjDB,QProjDB, SeqIDs)
19: end while
20: end procedure
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• Sc: the set of students that have taken c
• Q{Sc}: A set that holds for each student s ∈ Sc, the sequence of courses that s has taken
prior to c, and his grades in these courses
We formulate a binary classification problem as follows. First, we extract Sc,a ⊂ Sc, the
subset of students with high performance in c, and Sc,b ⊂ Sc, the subset of students with low
performance in c. Second, we create a quantitative item sequence dataset SD from Q{Sc} as
follows. Each instance in SD represents a student s as a quantitative item sequence that shows
the course sets that s took in successive terms along with his grades. Grades take the ordinal
values {A ≺ A− ≺ B+ ≺ B ≺ B− ≺ C+ ≺ C ≺ C− ≺ D+ ≺ D ≺ F}. Each instance is
associated with a 1 or 0 class label depending on whether the student performed highly or low
in c, respectively.
Given this input dataset, we apply UPM to extract the discriminating enrollment patterns
that are associated with high and low performance in c. Then we use these patterns to represent
the students and build classifiers to sort them into the high and low performing classes. These
patterns can be itemsets (course sets without any sequencing or grade information), quantita-
tive itemsets (course sets with grade information), item sequences (sequences of course sets
without grade information), or quantitative item sequences (sequences of course sets with grade
information).
6.8 Evaluation Methodology
In this section we describe how we identify high and low performing students, the course
datasets that are used for evaluation, the methods that we compare with, the training proce-
dure and the evaluation metrics.
6.8.1 Identifying Well- and Poorly-Performing Students
We first define the concept of a grade tick. Given a letter grade scaleA,A−, B+, B,B−, C+, C,
C−, D+, D, F , then one grade tick is one step on this scale in any direction. That is, the dif-
ferent between A and A− is one grade tick, and the difference between A and B is three grade
ticks.
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For a course c, we identify a well-performing student in c as a student who performs above
or the same as her average grade prior to taking c. And we identify a poorly-performing student
in c as a student that performs at least 3 grade ticks below her average grade prior to taking c.
6.8.2 Pattern Extraction and Student Representation
After defining the well- and poorly-performing students in a course, we create a quantitative
item sequence dataset SD for that course as described in Section 6.7 Then UPM is applied to
extract the enrollment patterns that discriminate between the two student groups. These patterns
are the features that are used to represent the students. Let the number of patterns extracted by
UPM be l. We define l corresponding binary features, f1, f2, . . . , fl. Then they are used to
represent the instances (students) in SD as follows. Each student s is represented by l binary
features. For feature fi, if the enrollment pattern that corresponds to fi exists in the enrollment
sequence of s, then we set fi = 1 for s, else it is set to 0.
6.8.3 Evaluation Datasets
The course datasets that are used for evaluation are obtained from the University of Min-
nesota. The courses that we have selected for evaluation have a relatively high number of
poorly-performing students, and so, would be considered difficult courses. Discovering which
enrollment patterns are associated with success in such difficult courses is beneficial for stu-
dents and college advisers. Table 6.3 describes the set of courses that are used for evaluation.
For each course, it shows the total number of student enrollments, the number of poorly- and
well-performing students which are identified as described above. Notice that the total number
of enrollments in each course is greater than the number of well and poorly performing stu-
dents combined. That’s because the students that have performed 1 or 2 grade ticks below their
average grade are neither considered as well nor poorly performing students and are excluded.
6.8.4 Comparison Methods
In order to show the effectiveness of the features that are extracted by UPM in differentiating
between high and low performing students, we compare various classifiers that are trained using
different types of patterns (features). These methods and feature sets are as follows.
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Table 6.3: Description of the courses that are used for evaluation. For the number of poorly-
and well-performing cases per course, we also show the percentages of these cases as per the
total number of enrollments in that course.
Course Code Course Name # poor perf. # good perf. # enrolls
CPSY-4343 Cognitive Development 205 (23%) 368 (42.2%) 872
CE-4301 Soil Mechanics II 158 (32.4%) 130 (26.7%) 487
LASK-1001 Mastering Skills 182 (42.1%) 250 (57.9%) 432
BIOC-4331 Structure/Catalysis/Metabolism 257 (35.3%) 197 (27%) 728
MATH-5651 Probability & Statistics Theory 192 (31.6%) 223 (36.7%) 608
AEM-4501 Aero Structures 140 (31%) 113 (25%) 453
KIN-4385 Exercise Physiology 244 (37%) 111 (16.8%) 661
EE-4341 Microprocessor System Design 105 (35%) 77 (25.8%) 299
MATS-3011 Introduction to Material Science 421 (32.6%) 338 (26.2%) 1289
ANAT-3601 Principles of Human Anatomy 499 (39.3%) 404 (31.9%) 1268
CHEN-4001 Material & Energy 375 (37.5%) 219 (22%) 999
ACCT-3001 Technology Tools in Accounting 1221 (29%) 1344 (31.8%) 4223
ACCT-5102W Intermediate Accounting II 301 (32.8%) 151 (16.5%) 917
BIOL-3021 Biochemistry 1397 (28.2%) 1602 (32.4%) 4948
CPSY-4329 Biol Foundations of Development 100 (23%) 208 (48%) 433
• HARMONY-1: Each student is represented using the original set of courses that he has taken
prior to the target course c. Then the rule-based classifier HARMONY [17] is trained using
this data. This method serves as a baseline since no discriminating pattern mining is carried
out.
• HARMONY-UPM: The students are represented using the set of discriminating enrollment
patterns that are extracted by UPM, and HARMONY is used for classification.
• SVM-UPM: The students are represented using the set of discriminating enrollment patterns
that are extracted by UPM, and SVM with linear kernel is used for classification.
• SVM-All: The students are represented using the set of all frequent patterns (itemsets, quan-
titative itemsets, item sequences and quantitative item sequences) without applying UPM to
extract the discriminating patterns. SVM with linear kernel is used for classification.
• RF-UPM: The students are represented using the set of discriminating enrollment patterns
that are extracted by UPM and Random Forests are used for classification.
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• RF-All: The students are represented using the set of all frequent patterns (itemsets, quan-
titative itemsets, item sequences and quantitative item sequences) without applying UPM to
extract the discriminating patterns. Random Forests are used for classification.
Notice that for the different courses, the set of all frequent patterns is around two to three
orders of magnitude larger than the set of patterns that is extracted by UPM. For some courses,
the number of all patterns and the set of UPM-extracted patterns are around 300,000 and 300,
respectively.
6.8.5 Model Training Procedure
Each course dataset is divided into a 80-20% train-test split. UPM is then applied to extract the
discriminating enrollment patterns. The classifiers are trained on the training set and we select
the models with the highest classification accuracy on the test set. These models are used for
feature analysis in order to extract the enrollment patterns that are associated with the well and
poorly performing students.
6.8.6 Evaluation Metrics
Classification Accuracy: The classification accuracy obtained by the classifiers. It shows how
the extracted patterns can generally differentiate between the well and poorly performing stu-
dent populations.
Geometric Mean Improvement (GMI): This is a generic metric that shows the overall perfor-
mance of each classification method with respect to the best method in general.
For a given method M , GMIM is computed as follows, given a number of comparison
methods x, and a number of dataset d,
GMIM =
x
√
Πdi=1
ai,M
ai,best
, (6.1)
where ai,M is the classification accuracy achieved by method M on dataset i, and ai,best is the
best accuracy achieved by all methods on dataset i. A high GMIM indicates that method M
performs better than other methods in general.
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6.9 Results and Analysis
We assess the effectiveness of the developed methods in order to answer the following questions:
Q1. Are the enrollment patterns extracted by UPM more discriminating between highly and low
performing students, and so, lead to higher classification accuracy than using previously-taken
courses as is without pattern extraction?
Q2. How do the patterns extracted by UPM perform compared to the performance of each type of
pattern separately?
Q3. Does considering the item quantities (course grades) lead to improved classification accuracy?
Q4. How do the enrollment patterns contribute to student classification in the various models?
Q5. In which cases (or for which students) do the extracted discriminating patterns lead to high
classification accuracy?
6.9.1 Classification Accuracy Results
Table 6.4 shows the overall classification accuracies by the different methods for the different
courses. HARMONY-1 gives the lowest classification accuracy for all the courses. This indi-
cates the relatively poor discriminating power by the set of previously taken courses when they
are used as is. For most courses, HARMONY-UPM and SVM-UPM give the highest accuracy,
except for a few cases in which SVM-All and RF-All outperform them. This shows that the
enrollment patterns that are extracted by UPM can better discriminate between high and low
performance.
The last row in Table 6.4 shows the GMI for the various methods. SVM-UPM and HARMONY-
UPM have the highest GMI, indicating that they generally perform better than the other meth-
ods. HARMONY-1 has the lowest GMI, indicating the effectiveness of discriminative pattern
extraction in providing better separation between the high and low performance classes.
In order to investigate the gain achieved by UPM over the other techniques that mine a
single type of pattern, we explored the discriminating ability of each pattern type on its own.
Table 6.5 shows the classification accuracies obtained by training a linear-SVM classifier using
each type of discriminating pattern separately to represent the students. UPM patterns give
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higher accuracy for most courses, showing the effectiveness of combining the different types of
patterns in achieving higher discrimination between high and low performance.
Table 6.5 also shows that for most courses, the accuracies obtained using itemsets only
are higher than the ones obtained using quantitative itemsets only. The same applies for item
sequences versus quantitative item sequences. This shows the effectiveness of considering item
quantities in mining more discriminating patterns.
Table 6.4: Classification Accuracy for the different methods. The Geometric Mean Improve-
ment (GMI) for the various methods are listed in the last row.
Course HARMONY-1 HARMONY-UPM SVM-UPM RF-UPM SVM-All RF-All
CPSY-4343 65.0% 70.8% 75.8% 71.7% 67.5% 75.0%
CE-4301 63.8% 70.7% 67.2% 64.9% 67.2% 64.6%
LASK-1001 60.2% 72.7% 72.7% 64.0% 70.4% 66.9%
BIOC-4331 53.8% 81.3% 76.9% 73.1% 69.23% 70.7%
MATH-5651 54.8% 71.4% 66.7% 67.2% 60.7% 65.3%
AEM-4501 53.7% 79.6% 81.5% 70.8% 77.8% 68.4%
KIN-4385 76.1% 77.5% 76.1% 77.5% 84.5% 79.2%
EE-4341 40.5% 71.4% 73.8% 70.3% 71.4% 65.9%
MATS-3011 66.9% 74.8% 73.5% 71.6% 73.5% 73.4%
ANAT-3601 60.5% 76.2% 77.8% 73.8% 77.8% 71.4%
CHEN-4001 59.5% 69.4% 68.6% 72.6% 68.6% 74.4%
ACCT-3001 65.7% 68.0% 70.1% 64.7% 66.3% 65.0%
ACCT-5102W 65.9% 74.7% 74.7% 72.1% 80.2% 75.4%
BIOL-3021 64.9% 71.9% 73.3% 69.6% 74.9% 69.6%
CPSY-4329 65.1% 73.0% 79.4% 69.5% 73.0% 74.0%
GMI 0.791 0.966 0.968 0.921 0.942 0.926
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Table 6.5: Classification accuracy for training an SVM model with linear kernel over each type
of discriminating pattern separately.
Quantitative Item Quantitative
Course Itemsets Itemsets Sequences Item Sequences
CPSY-4343 70.1% 74.1% 70.8% 73.0%
CE-4301 64.1% 71.9% 62.1% 75.4%
LASK-1001 65.6% 68.9% 60.2% 70.4%
BIOC-4331 71.9% 73.4% 64.8% 74.8%
MATH-5651 60.1% 58.5% 58.7% 59.1%
AEM-4501 62.1% 65.2% 61.1% 70.3%
KIN-4385 74.1% 76.5% 77.4% 80.3%
EE-4341 61.9% 71.4% 69.0% 71.7%
MATS-3011 66.4% 67.5% 67.4% 69.8%
ANAT-3601 70.1% 71.8% 65.9% 69.0%
CHEN-4001 68.6% 71.0% 78.5% 70.0%
ACCT-3001 64.2% 65.3% 66.3% 65.9%
ACCT-5102W 65.1% 69.4% 67.0% 72.0%
BIOL-3021 64.8% 70.6% 65.9% 69.3%
CPSY-4329 65.8% 76.0% 69.8% 73.3%
6.9.2 Classification Accuracy for Different Number of Patterns
UPM extracts some number of patterns, l, to cover a course dataset. Students are represented
using l binary features that correspond to the extracted patterns. For each student, the number of
features with non-zero value is determined by how many of the l patterns exist in the enrollment
sequence of that student. Different students can have a different number of non-zero features.
In this experiment, we investigate how the number of non-zero features influences classification
accuracy. For each course, we divide the test set students into groups based on their number of
non-zero features. Then we compute the classification accuracy for each group.
The plots in Figure 6.1 show, for each course, the number of non-zero features per group
versus the classification accuracy. Accuracy tends to increase with increasing number of fea-
tures. In some courses, such as ACCT-3001 and BIOL-3021, accuracy reaches 100%. These
plots can be used to determine the number of non-zero features at which confidence in the clas-
sification results is high, and so, they can be used by instructors, advisers or students to predict
future course success.
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Figure 6.1: The classification accuracy versus the number of features (enrollment patterns) for
the different courses.
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6.9.3 Analysis of Pattern Types Extracted by UPM
Table 6.10 shows the percentage of each pattern type that was extracted by UPM. For most
courses, itemset patterns have higher percentages than other pattern types. We think this hap-
pens because the discriminative power of a pattern is determined using IG, which is propor-
tional to the pattern support [15], and the more sophisticated patterns have lower support counts
that the less sophisticated ones. For example, a quantitative itemset pattern that contains a set
of items, S, only tends to have a lower support count than the itemset pattern that contains S,
only. Similarly, an item sequence pattern that contains only the set of items S tends to have a
lower support count than the itemset pattern that contains only S.
Usually, at the beginning of the mining process, more sophisticated patterns are selected.
Then as the process continues, less sophisticated patterns are more selected due to their rela-
tively higher support counts that contributes the IG computation.
Table 6.6: The percentage of the features that are itemsets, quantitative itemsets, item sequences
and quantitative item sequences for each course.
Quantitative Item Quantitative
Course Itemsets Itemsets Sequences Item Sequences
CPSY-4343 48% 37% 2% 11%
CE-4301 0% 60% 33% 6%
LASK-1001 34% 39% 4% 21%
BIOC-4331 70% 20% 4% 4%
MATH-5651 58% 23% 10% 9%
AEM-4501 46% 38% 0% 15%
KIN-4385 71% 29% 0% 0%
EE-4341 31% 50% 18% 0%
MATS-3011 38% 45% 0% 16%
ANAT-3601 55% 33% 3% 7%
CHEN-4001 56% 34% 0% 8%
ACCT-3001 54% 29% 3% 11%
ACCT-5102W 52% 48% 0% 0%
BIOL-3021 71% 19% 2% 7%
CPSY-4329 72% 24% 0% 3%
6.9.4 Analysis of How Enrollment Patterns Contribute to Classification
The HARMONY and Linear-SVM models that we use to classify students based on their past
enrollment patterns are not black box classifiers. In fact, they can provide useful insights about
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how the different enrollment patterns contribute to classification. We investigate how the pat-
terns extracted by UPM contribute to student classification in each model.
Classification Rules Mined by HARMONY
For each performance group, HARMONY provides the set of rules that are used to classify
instances for that group. It also provides rule support and confidence, which give insights on
the level to which the rule body is found in the data, and the fraction of instances in which the
rule body was found along with the corresponding group, respectively. Therefore, HARMONY
is a good model choice for understanding how the features contribute to classification.
We show some of the classification rules that are returned by HARMONY for various
courses, along with the rules support and confidence. Table 6.7 shows two rules for the ACCT-
5102W (Intermediate Accounting II) course for the high (1) and low (0) performance groups.
For the high performance rule, obtaining an A- or A in ACCT-5101 (Intermediate Account-
ing I,) ACCT-2050 (Intro Financial Rprtng), and ACCT-3001 (Intro Management Acct) courses
are part of the rule body. For the low performance rule, obtaining a B in ACCT-2050 (Intro
Financial Rprtng) is part of the rule body.
Table 6.8 shows a few rules for EE-4341 (Microprocessor System Design). The high per-
formance rules show obtaining A or A- in various courses such as EE-3101 (Cir Elec Lab I),
whereas a low performance rule shows a C+ in EE-2011 (Lin Sys Cir & Elec). Such rules look
reasonable as high performance in the target course is associated with high performance in some
previous courses, and the same for low performance.
Feature Importance of Linear SVM
The feature weights that are learned by linear SVM account for feature importance [69]. In our
case, features with the highest positive weights and the lowest negative weights represent the
enrollment patterns that are mostly associated with high and low performances, respectively.
Table 6.9 shows the enrollment patterns that are associated with the high (1) and low (0)
performance groups for ACCT-5102W (Intermediate Accounting II). The patterns associated
with high performance show obtaining A- or A in various courses such as ACCT-5101 (Inter-
mediate Accounting I) where as one pattern associated with low performance shows obtaining
a B- in ECON-1102 (Principles Macro).
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Table 6.7: Classification rules returned by HARMONY for ACCT-5102W (Intermediate Ac-
counting II).
Class Confidence Support Rule Body
1 0.83333 15 Quantitative-Itemset: ACCT-5101 (Intermed Account I) [A-,A]
Quantitative-Itemset: ACCT-2050 (Intro Financial Rprtng) [A-,A],
ACCT-3001 (Intro Mngmnt Acct) [A-,A]
Quantitative-Itemset: PSY-1001 (Intro Psych) [A-,A]
Itemset: ECON-1102 (Principles of Macroeconomics)
Itemset: FINA-3001 (Finance Fundamentals)
Itemset: IDSC-3001 (IS Business Process Mngmnt)
0 1.0 17 Quantitative-Itemset: ACCT-2050 (Intro Financial Rprtng) [B]
Itemset: ECON-1101 (Principles of Microeconomics)
Itemset: ECON-1102 (Principles of Macroeconomics)
Itemset: SCO-2550 (Business Statistics)
Itemset: ACCT-2050 (Intro Financial Rprtng)
Itemset: FINA-3001 (Finance Fundamentals)
Itemset: IDSC-3001 (IS Business Process Mngmnt)
Itemset: PSY-1001 (Introduction to Psychology)
Table 6.10 shows the enrollment patterns for EE-4341 (Microprocessor System Design).
The patterns associated with high performance show obtaining A- or A in various courses such
as EE-3101 (Circuit Electronic Lab I) as well as certain course sequences. Patterns associated
with low performance show obtaining C+ in EE-2011 (Linear System Circuit Electronics)
The overlap between the linear-SVM patterns and the HARMONY patterns is obvious. Also
as with HARMONY, some patterns associated with low performance show itemsets, which re-
quires further investigation of the underlying students in order to understand the missing factors
contributing to their low performance in the target course.
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Table 6.8: Classification rules returned by HARMONY for EE-4341 (Microprocessor System
Design).
Class Confidence Support Rule Body
1 0.91667 11 Quantitative-Itemset: EE-3101 (Cir Elec Lab I) [A-,A],
ECON-1101 (Principals of Microeconomics)
[A-,A]
1 0.73913 13 Quantitative-Itemset: CSCI-1902 (Computer Programming II)
[A-,A]
1 0.70000 6 Quantitative-Itemset: EE-2301 (Intro Digital Design) [A-,A],
CSCI-2011 (Disc. Structures) [A-,A]
0 0.91667 11 Quantitative-Itemset: EE-2011 (Linear Systems, Circuits &
Electronics) [C+]
0 0.84615 11 Itemset: EE-2002 (Circuits & Electronics Lab),
EE-3101 (Circuit Electronics Lab I),
EE-3115 (Analog Electronics),
EE-3102 (Circuit Electronics Lab II),
EE-3161 (Semiconductor Development),
BIOL-1009 (General Biology)
Table 6.9: Enrollment patterns returned by Linear-SVM with the highest feature weights
ACCT-5102W (Intermediate Accounting II).
Class Feature (Enrollment Pattern)
1 Quantitative-Itemset: ACCT-5101 (Intermediate Accounting I) [A-,A]
1 Quantitative-Itemset: ACCT-2050 (Intro Financial Rprtng) [A-,A],
ACCT-3001 (Intro Mngmnt Acct) [A-,A]
0 Itemset: ACCT-5101 (Intermediate Accounting I), IDSC-3001 (IS Business Process Mngmnt),
ACCT-3001 (Intro Mngmnt Acct), BA-3000 (Career Skills)
0 Itemset: MATH-1271 (Calculus I)
0 Quantitative-Itemset: ECON-1102 (Principles of Macroeconomics) [B-]
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Table 6.10: Enrollment patterns returned by Linear-SVM with highest feature weights for
EE-4341 (Microprocessor System Design).
Class Feature (Enrollment Pattern)
1 Quantitative Itemset: EE-3101 (Circuits & Electronics Lab I) [A-, A],
ECON-1101 (Principals of Microeconomics) [A-, A]
1 Itemsequence: PHYS-1302W (Physics for Science and Engineering II)
→ EE-2361 (Intro Micro-controllers)
→ {EE-3015 (Signals and Systems), EE-3101 (Circuit Electronics Lab I)}
0 Quantitative-Itemset: EE-2011 (Linear Systems, Circuits & Electronics) [C+]
0 Itemset: EE-2002 (Circuits & Electronics Lab), EE-3101 (Circuits Electronics Lab I),
EE-3115 (Analog Electronics), EE-3102 (Circuits Electronics Lab II),
EE-3161 (Semiconductor Dev), BIOL-1009 (General Biology)
Chapter 7
Conclusion
Retention programs that work to reduce college student dropouts work on various levels uti-
lizing various strategies. Such strategies include, bur are not limited to, early identification of
at-risk students, providing future enrollment suggestions and predictions, and designing better
degree plans. In this thesis, we have introduced various methods that can be utilized by such
retention programs.
In Chapter 4, we proposed a method for predicting students performance within course
activities in order to facilitate the early identification of students that are at risk of failing the
course. In this work, we used a multi-regression model to predict student performance in course
activities and analyze the resulting student populations. We showed that a multi-regression
model performs better than single linear regression as it captures personal student differences
through the student-specific membership weights. We also showed that the prediction error,
measured as RMSE, tends to decrease with increasing number of linear regression models and
thus, allowing room for more personalized predictions. We also showed that using the Moodle
interaction features lead to an improved prediction accuracy. From another perspective, analyz-
ing the estimated parameters of the multi-regression model showed that the student bias, course
bias and the features related to viewing the course material are the factors that mostly contribute
to the predicted grades. The analysis also showed that the activity-specific features had different
contributions within the different linear models. Moreover, the analysis of the different student
populations showed that the features relating to viewing of course material contribute to the
predictions of a certain student subpopulation higher than other students. It also appeared that
some departments tend to have students whose viewing of course material contribute to their
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predicted grades less than other students. This might indicate that the material provided in
the LMS for these departments may not be addressing the right student needs and thus are not
helping students achieving better grades.
In Chapter 5, we addressed the problem of personalized grade prediction and top-n rank-
ing for future courses in order to allow for informed decision making. By utilizing domain
knowledge, we showed how the student and course academic features determine the enrollment
patterns and we defined multi-granularity student and course groups accordingly. We showed
how these groups can be incorporated in user collaborative filtering, matrix factorization and
popularity ranking methods in order to make them more fit for educational data. By evaluat-
ing the various methods on a large dataset, we showed that incorporating the features-based
groups into the various methods leads to better grade predictions and top-n course rankings.
We also showed how the prediction accuracy of matrix factorization methods slightly degrades
when their biases are associated with small sample sizes; an issue occurring with utilizing finer
groups. We showed how this can be handled by building various models utilizing various-
granularity groups and combining their predictions based on the sample sizes associated with
their biases. Our results also showed that the student groups defined using the majors and aca-
demic level gave the best top-n rankings and the most accurate grade predictions. In the future
we will consider special cases like ranking non-required courses while considering grades in
evaluation.
In Chapter 6, we presented UPM, a method for mining different types of discriminating
patterns. UPM uses ideas that were previously used in mining single types of discriminat-
ing patterns, and extended them into a framework for simultaneously mining different types
of patterns. UPM accounts for item quantities using an expansion-specific approach. It finds
a minimum-entropy split over the quantities of an item based on the pattern that is being ex-
panded by that item. We used UPM to mine student enrollment practices that discriminate
between high and low performing students in a target course. We have quantitatively evaluated
the effectiveness of the extracted patterns by using them as features to represent students and
building classifiers that sort students into their different performance classes. Our evaluations
showed that the classification accuracy obtained using the UPM-extracted patterns is higher
than the accuracies obtained using single types of patterns, all patterns without extracting the
most discriminating ones, and the set of previously taken courses without any pattern extraction.
Our evaluation also showed the effectiveness of accounting for item quantities in mining more
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discriminating patterns which lead to higher prediction accuracies. We have used the estimated
SVM linear model to identify the enrollment patterns that are associated with high and low
performances for a target course. It showed that high performance is usually associated with
high performance in previous courses. It also showed that in some cases, taking courses in a
certain sequence and performing high (low) in them is associated with high (low) performance
in a target course. These findings can be utilized by instructors and degree programs to design
better degree plans. In the future we will investigate possible merging in mining different types
of patterns such as itemsets and quantitative itemsets, or itemsets and item sequences. We can
investigate how to leverage the fact that the upper bound computations for an itemset does not
only cover all its supersets, but also covers the other pattern types (quantitative itemsets, item
sequences and quantitative item sequences) that are made up of the same items. Another direc-
tion for future work is to investigate why the enrollment patterns that are associated with low
performance might show itemsets, which seems to not give complete insights on why students
performed poorly in these courses, or on what other courses they should have taken instead.
A domain expert (such as a degree program coordinator) can further investigate the student
sets that are covered by such patterns, and determine the other factors contributing to their low
performance.
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